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ABOUT 
FOSTERLY

In 2011, a small group of entrepreneurs, creatives 
and innovators from the greater Washington region 
gathered in a coffee shop in search of community, 
support and answers to common questions. In short 
order, this loosely organized group was galvanized to 
become Fosterly. Today Fosterly is widely regarded as 
the authentic voice of the region’s creative community. 

Fosterly exists to advance the interests of our regional innovation 
ecosystem. Facilitating high-level conversations, enabling 
cross-sector collaboration, and hosting strategic gatherings, the 
Fosterly team works tirelessly for the benefit of our community. 
Favoring genuine relationships over networking, we bring leaders 
together to drive positive change and move our region forward. 

In the early years, Fosterly worked diligently to create opportunities 
for our region’s fledgling innovation ecosystem to coalesce. 
Flagship event series such as Study Hall, a half day collaborative 
co-working event, allowed small curated groups of entrepreneurs 
and industry experts to build relationships while learning from one 
another. 

In 2015, Fosterly hosted Collaborate, the region’s largest innovation 
conference attracting over 1,000 attendees and 135 speakers. The 
Collaborate keynote by United States CTO Megan Smith, was her 
first large public engagement after being appointed by President 
Barack Obama. Other notable speakers at Collaborate included 
Tom Chi, Founder of Google X and leaders from Facebook, GitHub, 
NASA,  the United Nations, USAID, Alibaba, and the White House.  

In the past five years the greater Washington region’s innovation 
ecosystem has developed immensely. There are now more 
resources, events, and opportunities for entrepreneurs to connect 
than ever before. With that in mind, Fosterly has set out to better 
understand the dynamics of our community and use that under-
standing to help guide critical policy and investment decisions, 
maximize impact, and increase the competitiveness of our region.  
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2017 STARTUP 
CENSUS  

The Fosterly Startup Census was created in response to a need for 
a more granular, localized understanding of our region’s innovation 
ecosystem. In the last decade the greater Washington region, and 
the District of Columbia in particular, has experienced a surge of 
entrepreneurial activity. Many different factors have influenced this 
momentum, some better understood than others, but where are we 
now? And where do we go from here?

How will the policy decisions and investments we make today 
affect the long term viability and competitive position of our region 
in the future? These are incredibly difficult questions to answer. 
Without a clear understanding of what drives this part of our 
local economy, choosing the best path forward becomes almost 
impossible. Fosterly does not pretend to be capable of making 
these difficult decisions, but we can help those who do. 

The Fosterly Census provides the missing context that decision 
makers need to chart a path with confidence. The hyper-local focus 
of the Census allows unique insights and relevant data to surface 
that would otherwise go unnoticed. By repeating the Census each 
year, long term trends will emerge in the data that not only help 
guide us going forward, but measure past progress as well.    

2016 marked the first annual Fosterly Census. Over the course of 
several months, hundreds of local companies were surveyed to 
collect tens of thousands of data points. Our data science team 
used the database to generate visualizations and identify possible 
correlations for analysis which was presented in the first annual 
Fosterly Census Report, released in February 2017.  

In 2017, Fosterly repeated this process increasing the number 
of participating companies to more than 450 and dramatically 
expanding the data set. As before, all data has been anonymized 
and displayed in a way that protects the privacy of Census 
participants and the proprietary information of participating 
companies. 

The data collection, analysis and report have been completed to 
the highest scientific standard the project’s resources would allow.  
Best efforts have been made to eliminate bias and confounding 
variables wherever possible. It is important to note, however, that 
the information presented in this report does not represent a 
comprehensive assessment of every company in the region nor do 
the results necessarily represent the views of our partners.   

MISSION
To better understand the dynamics of 
our region’s innovation economy so that 
more informed decisions can be made 
regarding policy and investments that 
impact the community.

VISION
Our unified region will emerge as a 
top-tier market for entrepreneurship 
and technological innovation driven by 
responsive, informed policy makers and 
community leaders working together 
to create sustainable growth through 
radical inclusion. 

GOALS
1.  Build a diverse coalition of leaders, 
institutions, firms and advocates who 
share our vision.  

2. Execute a multi-year initiative to 
index and define our region’s unique 
innovation engine.

3. Use this index to benchmark against 
other regions and audit our progress. 

4. Identify opportunities for transforma-
tive change and coordinate efforts to 
pursue them on a regional scale. 

INTERESTED IN SUPPORTING 
THE 2018 CENSUS?

E-mail: adam@fosterly.com
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INDUSTRY OVERVIEW
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EXPERT COMMENTARY
Pam Rothenberg, Partner 
Womble Bond Dickinson

A meaningful percentage of the 
census respondents self-identified as 
participants in the Impact Economy 
(i.e., as social enterprises or double 
bottom line businesses). The ethos of 
entrepreneurship in the Washington, DC 
Region is trending heavily towards doing 
good while doing well.
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EXPERT COMMENTARY
Adam Zuckerman, Founder 
Fosterly

While many people’s knee jerk reaction is to 
claim that DC is a government town -- which 
it is for many reasons --  it will likely come as a 
surprise that the government is not the primary 
revenue source for startups in the area. Further, 
while the percentage of IT and computer-
related services (AKA: tech) lead the industry 
list by a significant margin, it’s notable that 
DC’s food & beverage companies (especially 
in the fast casual market) continue to make an 
ever-increasing impact on the region.
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EXPERT COMMENTARY
Ryan Touhill, Chief of Staff 
Alexandria Economic Development 
Partnership

The increasing percentage of startups 
earning revenue from private not 
public sources is a positive trend 
especially given Greater Washington’s 
continued need to diversify our 
economy away from the federal 
government.

Top Industries by 2017 Revenue
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FOUNDER PROFILE
KELLEE JAMES

 + Company Name: Mercaris

 + Founded: 2012

 + Located: Montgomery County

 + Website: www.mercaris.com

WHAT WAS THE BIGGEST CHALLENGE YOU 
OVERCAME WHILE STARTING MERCARIS?
Opportunity cost was a real challenge (in addition to 
the usual ones about financial resources, time, risk 
tolerance). I had to prove to myself that this was the 
‘highest and best use’ of resources, especially given 
the uncertainty of startups.

WHAT IS YOUR LEAST FAVORITE PART ABOUT 
BEING A STARTUP FOUNDER?
Ambient level stress that never really goes away.

WHY DID YOU START MERCARIS?
I started Mercaris as the next logical extension of a 
career spent in financial markets & environmental 
sustainability. I like the idea of startups as one way to 
tackle big, societal challenges and Mercaris is doing 
that in sustainable agriculture.

WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE PART ABOUT BEING A 
STARTUP FOUNDER?
My favorite part of being a startup founder is a sense 
of shared ownership in creating something new and 
valuable. I love pushing myself and this is the hardest 
thing I’ve ever done professionally.
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IF YOU WEREN'T RUNNING MERCARIS, WHAT WOULD YOU BE DOING?
I feel like our country is at a dangerous turning point, and if I weren’t fully occupied in building Mercaris, I 
would be working on community development, or governance issues. (This is what I meant about opportunity 
costs).

HAS BEING A BLACK FEMALE FOUNDER IMPACTED THE WAY YOU APPROACH RUNNING MERCARIS?
Being a double minority, black and a woman, always carries an extra burden of excellence, and having to 
control for others’ perceptions. I am determined that ultimately it will be a factor in Mercaris’ success.

WHAT KEEPS YOU UP AT NIGHT THESE DAYS?
We’ve built the technology, we’ve got customers, we’ve proven early product-market fit. And yet, we still have 
lots of goals to achieve. Next up: profitability.

WHAT IS ONE PIECE OF ADVICE YOU WOULD GIVE A YOUNG BLACK FEMALE FOUNDER TODAY?
Women and minority founders are awash in advice. My advice would be that male, non-minority Founders 
seek out people that are outside of their ordinary networks to form relationships with, partner with, and 
employ.

WHAT DO YOU WISH YOU KNEW WHEN YOU STARTED MERCARIS THAT SEEMS OBVIOUS NOW?
That starting a company is a marathon, not a sprint...but the best marathoners are still doing something close 
to a five minute mile. You have to be fast, but also have endurance.

WHAT DO YOU KNOW TO BE TRUE THAT MOST PEOPLE WOULD DISAGREE WITH?
I truly believe that in the long run, sound businesses will win out over the silly, VC funded hype startups that 
often get so much attention. Of course, as Keynes said, ‘In the long run, we are all dead’.

WHY DID YOU CHOOSE TO LOCATE MERCARIS IN MONTGOMERY COUNTY?
Montgomery County has little known, but supportive resources for entrepreneurs, including low cost office 
space. Its also convenient to where I and much of the Mercaris team lives. Time spent commuting is wasted 
time.
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EXPERT COMMENTARY
Pam Rothenberg, Partner 
Womble Bond Dickinson

A significant portion of the 2016-
2017 projected revenue growth for 
companies responding to the census 
are driven by sectors aligned with 
the Impact Economy (i.e., e-learning, 
higher education, environmental 
services and health, wellness & 
fitness). Impact is clearly helping drive 
economic growth in the Washington, 
DC Region.
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FOUNDER PROFILE
ABE KAMARCK

 + Company Name: True Made Foods

 + Founded: 2015

 + Located: Alexandria

 + Website: www.TrueFoods.me

WHAT WAS THE BIGGEST CHALLENGE YOU OVERCAME WHILE STARTING TRUE MADE FOODS?
I had two real challenges, first, early on, I underestimated the amount of capital it would take to start a CPG company. Though, almost 
all entrepreneurs, in every field, make that mistake, it always puts you slightly behind the ball, because you have to then spend more 
time raising money than you planned. Raising seed capital for a food startup is also very hard. There is a dearth of capital waiting for 
fast growth companies as they mature, but there are very few CPG angel investors.

WHY DID YOU START TRUE MADE FOODS?
As a father of four and a healthy eater, I tried to limit my kids’ ketchup 
intake, explaining it was like putting candy on their burgers. Part of 
me cringed at family cookouts as BBQ sauce and Sriracha flowed 
freely. But I lost these battles - especially the argument over ketchup 
with a five year old. We had always used vegetables, like carrots and 
squash, to naturally sweeten other dishes we cook so I knew it could 
work for ketchup as well.

WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE PART ABOUT BEING A STARTUP FOUNDER?
The little successes along the way. Every time someone tells you they love your product or takes the time to rave about it...it really 
makes all the work worth it.
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WHAT IS YOUR LEAST FAVORITE PART ABOUT BEING A STARTUP FOUNDER?
Every time someone finds out what I do and tells me I should go on Shark Tank.

IF YOU WEREN'T RUNNING TRUE MADE FOODS, WHAT WOULD YOU BE DOING?
Either running another startup or working in innovation or investing.

HAS BEING A MILITARY VETERAN IMPACTED THE WAY YOU APPROACH RUNNING TRUE MADE FOODS?
Definitely. The challenge with being an entrepreneur is not a lack of good ideas, it’s too many “good ideas” and not enough resources 
(time and money) to execute everything. You have to prioritize in a resource constrained environment. As a Navy Pilot, I was trained to 
do just that. In an emergency, we were trained to “Aviate, Navigate, Communicate.” Whenever I feel overwhelmed by the vast amount of 
tasks I face, I go back to that mantra and focus first on keeping the business “in the air.”

WHAT KEEPS YOU UP AT NIGHT THESE DAYS?
We have an amazing team and an even more amazing product, but building a CPG brand is a slog when you have limited capital. We’ve 
done extremely well so far and continue to grow, but the grocery category is extremely competitive and despite having a highly superior 
product, our competitors have vastly more money. We always run the risk of being drowned out by better funded companies.

WHAT IS ONE PIECE OF ADVICE YOU WOULD GIVE A YOUNG MILIARY VETERAN FOUNDER TODAY?
Do the exciting jobs. Too many people get bad advice and focus on “skill building.” The fact is that few hard skills you learn in the 
military will translate well to pure private sector work. The military is best for building the soft skills that are harder to quantify on paper 
but will help you do more, go farther and be more resilient in any career. These soft skills are best built in combat roles, where you’re 
constantly challenged and pushed to your limits.

WHAT DO YOU WISH YOU KNEW WHEN YOU STARTED TRUE MADE FOODS THAT SEEMS OBVIOUS NOW?
Unfortunately, people don’t buy Ketchup every day.

WHAT DO YOU KNOW TO BE TRUE THAT MOST PEOPLE WOULD DISAGREE WITH?
Investors are lazy....and that’s why they’re usually successful. Investors, even industry focused investors, don’t spend a lot of time and 
resources becoming experts or trying to pick trends, etc. They can’t. The resources it would take to have such expertise would likely 
make their fund unsustainable. Instead the secret is that Investors invest in lines, not dots. They want to plug into growth. So show 
them traction and proof of concept and don’t expect them to just “get it.”

WHY DID YOU CHOOSE TO LOCATE TRUE MADE FOODS IN ALEXANDRIA?
Because I have four kids and it’s probably one of the best places in the country to raise a family.

HOW CAN THE WASHIGNTON DC REGION BEST COMPETE WITH TOP TIER STARTUP MARKETS?
We need more angel investors. I’ve had to raise most of my seed capital out the region in New York and Austin.
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Photo:  The women of BraveUX pitching at Fosterly’s Collaborate Conference Startup Showcase
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EXPERT COMMENTARY
Pam Rothenberg, Partner 
Womble Bond Dickinson

The data from the census uncovers 
a real opportunity for the DC 
Metropolitan Region to accelerate 
growth by investing in traditionally 
underserved classes of entrepreneurs 
such as women and minorities.

EXPERT COMMENTARY
Eta Davis, Economic Initiatives 
Coordinator 
Fairfax County Government

While our region is the most educated 
in the nation, it’s also one of the 
most diverse—and this diversity is a 
strength for our ecosystem. Startups 
and companies with diverse founders 
and workers perform better financially. 
It’s great to see the growing number of 
founders who are women and people 
of color.
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FOUNDER PROFILE
JONATHON PERRELLI

 + Company Name: LifeFuels

 + Founded: 2014

 + Located: Fairfax County

 + Website: www.lifefuels.co

WHAT WAS THE BIGGEST CHALLENGE YOU OVERCAME WHILE STARTING LIFEFUELS?
We have experienced challenges on many fronts: hardware, software, and by creating an entirely new category of beverage technology. 
As silly as this sounds, the tech is simple, it is the people that provide the greatest challenges. Team is the most important element of 
any organization. Hiring, leading and managing a world-class team is a great challenge and has an even greater set of rewards. It is 
critical to overcome personnel mismatches as early as possible, which we did.

WHAT IS YOUR LEAST FAVORITE PART ABOUT BEING A STARTUP FOUNDER?
Being a founder adds a level of stress that is not for everyone. Managing cash flow and ensuring that the company never (NEVER 
EVER) misses payroll and always takes care of the needs of team members can cause a bit of stress at times. The way I see it, I’ll put 
everything I have into LifeFuels because I believe in our vision, our mission, and the team. My stress often comes from the thought of 
letting my team and our investors down. This is not just a “gig” for me, this is a big part of my life.

WHY DID YOU START LIFEFUELS?
I’ve had the vision for a personal, portable beverage 
maker for over a decade and I started the company 
after confirming the need for a product like ours. The 
LifeFuels platform will enhance people’s lives through 
our smart bottle, multi-serving FuelPods, and our 
companion app that syncs with wearable activity 
trackers to better inform consumers. It is our mission 
to empower people with beverage choices for life, 
and we will be the best at it in the world.

WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE PART ABOUT BEING A STARTUP FOUNDER?
My favorite part of being a startup founder is being able to turn what was an idea/vision into a reality. I love being a part of a team that 
works closely together to bring ideas to life. I am not an engineer, I am not a software developer, I am not a beverage industry expert 
(not yet), but I am fortunate that our team of employee-owners and advisors is made up experts in each area. It is truly an honor to be a 
part of the LifeFuels team and I am very fortunate to be leading it.
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IF YOU WEREN'T RUNNING LIFEFUELS, WHAT WOULD YOU BE DOING?
If I were not running LifeFuels, I’d be spending more time traveling and sharing more experiences with my children. They amaze me 
daily, I cherish every moment with them, and being their Father is the greatest gift of my life. They fill my love tank. Someday I’d like to 
teach yoga and bartend on an island for half of the year (Necker Island), and teach yoga and bartend in the mountains (location TBD) 
the other half of the year.

WHAT KEEPS YOU UP AT NIGHT THESE DAYS?
What keeps me up ... the fact that we have water sitting on top of electronics in our bottle, or perhaps that we are creating a category 
that disrupts some of the longest standing businesses in the world, or maybe it is making payroll every two weeks (we have never 
missed payroll in 3+ years). We are beta testing bottles that we manufactured in Reston, VA and they are performing beautifully! What 
keeps me up now is how we will create and sustain a world-class customer experience.

WHAT DO YOU WISH YOU KNEW WHEN YOU STARTED LIFEFUELS THAT SEEMS OBVIOUS NOW?
Nothing beats relevant experience. While I have been involved with starting, operating, and selling a lot of companies, I wish I had more 
relevant experience designing and manufacturing hardware. We have a disruptive platform that also happens to be a category creating 
product. Hardware is hard but adding a consumable concentrated beverage to it makes our offering exponentially more challenging. 
Part of the fun is solving complex challenges and we do that every day. Ask me again in 5 years ;)

WHAT DO YOU KNOW TO BE TRUE THAT MOST PEOPLE WOULD DISAGREE WITH?
Startups are hard as hell and bringing ideas to life is harder than you can imagine, unless of course you’ve done it. Most people also 
have no idea how challenging it is to put everything you’ve got into a startup. When I say everything, I mean all available financial 
resources, cherished relationships, time, energy, and giving it all you’ve got while trying to maintain a personal life. Make every moment 
count, enjoy the process, and be good, no, BE GREAT to the people that are in it with you.

WHY DID YOU CHOOSE TO LOCATE LIFEFUELS IN FAIRFAX COUNTY?
Reston is conveniently located between our beloved D.C. and the beautiful, hilly horse country of Loudoun County. Our 10+ team 
members live between D.C. and NOVA and we expect to double in size over the next year with local talent. We are working with a 
Broker to find space between D.C. and Reston (Ezra W). We love our office space even though we are in an older Class B building. Rent 
is affordable and our Landlord paid for all tenant improvements to our beautiful open space and penthouse deck.

HOW CAN THE WASHIGNTON DC REGION BEST COMPETE WITH TOP TIER STARTUP MARKETS?
Should we be trying to compete with Silicon Valley, Boston, or NYC? Perhaps we should be focused on improving our ecosystem 
instead of trying to be better than others who statistically we are far from beating (CA for example). Let’s instead provide more funding, 
energy, and mentorship to our local risk takers. We need more organizations like Vinetta where experienced folks are mentoring and 
funding startups. More angels investing and advising founders will significantly improve our ecosystem.
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FOUNDER EDUCATION
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EXPERT COMMENTARY
Harry Alford, Co-Founder 
humble ventures

DC continues to be one of the most educated 
regions in the nation and it’s evident in the founder 
educational levels. This is not surprising due to 
the close proximity to some of the world’s best 
universities.
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EXPERT COMMENTARY
Frank V. Taylor, Chief Executive Officer 
Compound

Higher education plays a valuable role in 
preparing future founders by providing 
on-ramps to jobs where they can acquire 
domain expertise and functional skills.  I’m 
glad schools are starting to teach the Lean 
Startup Method, but I would advise an 
aspiring founder not to pursue “general 
entrepreneurship” as a course of study. 

Our region has no shortage of qualified 
entrepreneurs, and most of them did not study 
entrepreneurship in school. What we need is 
a steady supply of high quality engineering 
talent. 

The University of Maryland is one of the 
largest contributors of regional tech talent, but 
equally important are programs like Rails Girls 
and Black Girls Code. Increasing the number 
of women, girls and people of color employed 
by the tech industry should be a top priority 
for our region.  
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FOUNDER PROFILE
JANICE OMADEKE

 + Company Name: The Mentor Method

 + Founded: 2015

 + Located: Alexandria

 + Website: www.thementormethod.com

WHAT WAS THE BIGGEST CHALLENGE YOU 
OVERCAME WHILE STARTING THE MENTOR 
METHOD?
Imposter syndrome. It’s real and can impact how you 
approach starting your company. Once I overcame 
it, we increased our sales, partnerships, and more 
opportunities became available.

WHY DID YOU START THE MENTOR METHOD?
I’m tired of hearing that the tech industry has a 
“pipeline” problem. Companies have been hiring 
diversely for the sake of diversity for years and it 
has not worked. I’m solving this because I was often 
times treated as the token companies could use 
check off their diverse hiring box. I’m also living proof 
of what happens when you advocate for minorities 
in tech and I want to make it easier to change 
workplace cultures.

WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE PART ABOUT BEING A 
STARTUP FOUNDER?
I enjoy the ups and downs of entrepreneurship. 
Don’t get me wrong, it can be brutal. But I like that 
every day is different, there’s a new challenge, and 
I get a rush tackling them and adding value to our 
customers. I love being able to help women and 
people of color get the network of advocates they 
need to grow in their careers.
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HAS BEING A BLACK FEMALE FOUNDER IMPACTED THE WAY YOU APPROACH RUNNING THE MENTOR 
METHOD?
Absolutely. It’s a big part of why I started The Mentor Method. I get the problem because I’ve experienced it 
first-hand. I have a strong understanding of how to explain what we do, the value we add, and our approach.

WHAT IS ONE PIECE OF ADVICE YOU WOULD GIVE A YOUNG BLACK FEMALE FOUNDER TODAY?
Get after it. Make sure you have at least 6 months of savings before quitting your job if you can. Trust your gut 
with every aspect of your business, but be humble enough to take advice from experts and advisors.

WHAT DO YOU WISH YOU KNEW WHEN YOU STARTED THE MENTOR METHOD THAT SEEMS OBVIOUS 
NOW?
I was certified in Entrepreneurship from MIT prior to starting The Mentor Method so I knew a general starting 
point. I’m glad I didn’t know what I know now. I think it’s made me a stronger founder by learning and 
overcoming barriers.

HOW CAN THE WASHIGNTON DC REGION BEST COMPETE WITH TOP TIER STARTUP MARKETS?
I’ve noticed DC-based startups will travel to fundraise and potentially move to the top tier startup markets to 
stay close to their funding source. I’d like to see more VCs and Angel Funds support DC-based businesses 
and adapt to the types of businesses created in this region.

ANYTHING ELSE YOU WOULD LIKE TO ADD?
We’re launching pilots with companies that want to increase their inclusion, retention and engagement 
efforts. If you’re interested in learning more about our platform and how we can help your company adapt to 
the times, email us: membership@thementormethod.com
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EXPERT COMMENTARY
Frank V. Taylor, Chief Executive Officer 
Compound

Limited access to capital is frequently cited by 
founders as one of the biggest impediments 
to growth in the region. I argue, however, that 
this reality forces startups in our region to 
become more resiliant and resourceful. 

When you depend on generating revenue 
early to survive it forces you to stress test your 
business model and be more honest about 
what is working and what’s not.
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FOUNDER PROFILE
SHANNON SENTMAN

 + Company Name: SOL VISTA

 + Founded: 2010

 + Located: Montgomery County

 + Website: www.solvista.com

WHAT WAS THE BIGGEST CHALLENGE YOU OVERCAME WHILE 
STARTING SOL VISTA?
The challenges were too many to list, but the biggest has been 
developing (and continuing to develop) a SaaS platform on revenue 
alone. We’ve been bootstrapping for over five years and have been 
profitable since our first full year by necessity.

WHY DID YOU START SOL VISTA?
There was a clear market opportunity to offer commercial building 
owners a simple way to increase their asset value thru utility savings, 
primarily energy.

WHAT KEEPS YOU UP AT NIGHT THESE DAYS?
I’m an anxious person, which drives me to better outcomes. This 
is good for building a company, but not always great for sleeping. 
With several years under my belt and many highs and lows, it 
definitely takes more to keep me up at night, but it still happens all 
too often.

Shannon Sentman (left) with Co-founder, Zack Moore 
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WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE PART ABOUT BEING A STARTUP FOUNDER?
My favorite is also my least favorite, which is the many hats a founder has to wear. In the company’s earliest 
years, this meant handling the books, legal, IT, etc., all in a given day. This constant change keeps things 
interesting. However, it also can be overwhelming and make you wonder what the hell you were thinking 
when you left a big bi-weekly paycheck behind.

IF YOU WEREN'T RUNNING SOL VISTA, WHAT WOULD YOU BE DOING?
I was a big-firm attorney before starting SOL VISTA, and have lectured at several universities. With this 
background there are a few obvious well paid opportunities out there. The reality is that I’d likely be pushing 
along a different startup I founded. Too many great startup opportunities, too little time....

WHAT DO YOU WISH YOU KNEW WHEN YOU STARTED SOL VISTA THAT SEEMS OBVIOUS NOW?
Naivety is an important part of most startups, and mine was the thought that you provide the best product/
service and you will succeed. It’s more complicated than that.

WHAT DO YOU KNOW TO BE TRUE THAT MOST PEOPLE WOULD DISAGREE WITH?
Oh, so many things. But I won’t give them up. These are truly what makes or breaks someone.

WHY DID YOU CHOOSE TO LOCATE SOL VISTA IN MONTGOMERY COUNTY?
For one, I’m a born Marylander. But, I was living in DC when we started the company. Believe it or not, we’ve 
been around so long that there really weren’t many incubator/co-working spaces in DC at the time. MoCo had 
a network of six buildings. Silver Spring was the closest.

HOW CAN THE WASHIGNTON DC REGION BEST COMPETE WITH TOP TIER STARTUP MARKETS?
Access to capital and talent. Although there are some options for capital, it’s a lot less than is available in 
other markets. Many of the regions “angels” are accredited investors selling services. With that said, I can’t 
say enough good things about TEDCO, Maryland Tech Council, and numerous other huge assets to the area’s 
startup ecosystems.
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2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017
San Jose-San Francisco-Oakland, CA
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Source: PwC / CB Insights MoneyTree™ Report
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$30 MM (1%)

Top DC-area VC Deals in 2017

Source: PwC / CB Insights MoneyTree™ Report

30 600Deals +

$1 MM $560 MM

Dollars

Top DC-area VC Deals in 2017

EXPERT COMMENTARY
Harry Alford, Co-Founder 
humble ventures

We saw huge deals in 2017! Two of the top DC-
area VC deals included funding from SoftBank’s 
$100B Vision Fund. SoftBank’s Vision Fund led a 
$164M Series C round in digital mapping startup 
Mapbox and invested $500m more into satellite 
startup OneWeb. Global recognition from 
mega-tech funds will only continue to raise DC’s 
profile, attract more talent and lead to a virtuous 
cycle of growth.
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Internet
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Computer Hardware & Services
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Top 10 DC-area Sectors by VC Investment
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DC-area Top Industries by VC Investment
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EXPERT COMMENTARY
Theo Slagle, Sr. Director 
Cushman & Wakefield

From an office space and real estate perspective, 
the Top DC-area VC Deals are spread evenly 
among DC / MD / VA.  Most recently, Mapbox 
has tripled their footprint in DC, FiscalNote has 
increased their footprint from 21K SF to 38K 
SF and 2U signed a lease for their 281K SF HQ 
in Prince George’s County HQ.  There has also 
been a trend of groups headquartered outside 
the DC-area that are increasing their presence 
significantly, including Amazon, Facebook, Yelp, 
and SnagaJob to name a few.
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FOUNDER PROFILE
MOHAMOUD JIBRELL

 + Company Name: NormShield, Inc.

 + Founded: 2016

 + Located: Fairfax County

 + Website: www.normshield.com

WHAT WAS THE BIGGEST CHALLENGE YOU 
OVERCAME WHILE STARTING NORMSHIELD?
Focusing on a specific market segment and 
identifying our key competitors. Our products 
combines 3 security segments into one - vulnerability 
management, cyber threat intelligence and perimeter 
monitoring.

WHAT IS YOUR LEAST FAVORITE PART ABOUT 
BEING A STARTUP FOUNDER?
Following up with customers who expressed interest 
but who do not respond in a timely manner.

WHY DID YOU START NORMSHIELD?
When I was a CIO, it bothered me that the root 
causes of most security incidents were basic IT 
staff errors and omissions. The problem was that 
the security tools in market did not alert IT security 
engineers when new risks appeared. I wanted to 
create solution that gave security engineers visibility 
to security weaknesses that hackers can exploit.

WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE PART ABOUT BEING A 
STARTUP FOUNDER?
Presenting our product to customers.
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IF YOU WEREN'T RUNNING NORMSHIELD, WHAT WOULD YOU BE DOING?
Running another startup.

HAS BEING A MINORITY FOUNDER IMPACTED THE WAY YOU APPROACH RUNNING NORMSHIELD?
No.

WHAT KEEPS YOU UP AT NIGHT THESE DAYS?
Staying on top of customer deliverables.

WHAT IS ONE PIECE OF ADVICE YOU WOULD GIVE A YOUNG MINORITY FOUNDER TODAY?
Believe in yourself and don’t pay attention to opinions from people who have never done it.

WHAT DO YOU WISH YOU KNEW WHEN YOU STARTED NORMSHIELD THAT SEEMS OBVIOUS NOW?
Ship product early and often.

WHAT DO YOU KNOW TO BE TRUE THAT MOST PEOPLE WOULD DISAGREE WITH?
Don’t build any functionality that a customer is not willing to pay for.

WHY DID YOU CHOOSE TO LOCATE NORMSHIELD IN FAIRFAX COUNTY?
I live in Vienna, VA (next to McLean) and we found a cheap office space in McLean.

HOW CAN THE WASHIGNTON DC REGION BEST COMPETE WITH TOP TIER STARTUP MARKETS?
Cheaper shared office space and more incubators/accelerators.
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2017 DC-area VC Dollars by County

EXPERT COMMENTARY
Adam Zuckerman, Founder 
Fosterly

It should come as no surprise that Montgomery 
County, Northern Virginia, and DC claim title to 
the geographic areas which house companies 
raising the most funds from venture capital. The 
fact that funds are not limited to a single county, 
but instead cross jurisdictional boundaries, 
reinforces the notion that money has the potential 
to (and does) find deals that warrant investment 
regardless of jurisdiction.
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FOUNDER PROFILE
NIC DIPALMA

 + Company Name: SpacetimeLabs

 + Founded: 2016

 + Located: Fairfax County

 + Website: www.spacetimelabs.co

WHAT WAS THE BIGGEST CHALLENGE YOU OVERCAME WHILE 
STARTING SPACETIMELABS?
Our biggest challenge was learning who our primary customers 
would be in a very complex ecosystem of institutions and interests. 
When we interviewed Megan Smith, former US CTO and Assistant 
to President Obama, at the 2015 Collaborate Conference her advice 
was, “Just start. You won’t learning anything until you do.” That’s 
been a guiding principle for us ever since and has inspired our Lean 
practice for helping scientists, researchers, academic institutions, 
museums and science centers.

WHY DID YOU START SPACETIMELABS?
I started SpacetimeLabs to apply human-centered design principles 
to science communication. To use the same design principles I’ve 
practiced for almost 20 years to help scientists and researchers 
communicate with broader impact. To design science experiences 
that connect with a greater, more engaged audience. To inspire a 
curiosity for and invigorate the support of basic science research. 
Because science is the new startup.

Shannon Sentman (left) with Co-founder, Zack Moore 
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WHAT KEEPS YOU UP AT NIGHT THESE DAYS?
As technology grows at an exponential rate, we need to science faster to keep up with the demand for better, 
faster decision making in a more data and consequence driven world. What keeps me up at night is knowing 
that as federal funding for basic science research declines, so grows the deficit of discovery and innovation. 
When we need it the most.

WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE PART ABOUT BEING A STARTUP FOUNDER?
My favorite part of being a startup founder is the journey through “undiscovered country.” The hardest and 
most desperate times usually produce the most creative work. Helping an organization find their “Aha!” 
moment is very powerful and incredibly rewarding.

WHAT DO YOU WISH YOU KNEW WHEN YOU STARTED SPACETIMELABS THAT SEEMS OBVIOUS NOW?
I’d like to go back to when I started researching SpacetimeLabs and tell myself that creating platforms for 
change is far more valuable, sustainable, and scalable than just building products. Have a more opportunity-
multiplier mindset.

WHAT DO YOU KNOW TO BE TRUE THAT MOST PEOPLE WOULD DISAGREE WITH?
Most scientific institutions believe that the goal of science communication is to convince the public of what’s 
fact and what’s fiction. I believe the goal of science communication is to inspire their “customers” to discover 
science for themselves.

HOW CAN THE WASHIGNTON DC REGION BEST COMPETE WITH TOP TIER STARTUP MARKETS?
Proximity provides a remarkable advantage when working to solve most challenges. And the closer you 
are to a problem, the easier it is to understand it and overcome it. To support, change, or improve policies 
and funding for basic science research in our country, we have the advantage of being closer to the leaders 
making those policy and budget decisions here in the nation’s capitol. We can be a greater force for change.
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STARTUP GEOGRAPHYDistrict of Columbia
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STAFF COMMENTARY
Startups in the 2017 Census are fairly evenly 
spread across DC, Maryland and Virginia, but 
when you look closer, clusers emerge. Reston 
and Tyson’s corner in Fairfax, Silver Spring and 
Chevy Chase in Montgomery County, Rosslyn 
and Crystal City in Arlington and Alexiandria in 
Virginia are all showing increased activity and 
density in their local startup ecosystems. 

EXPERT COMMENTARY
Theo Slagle, Sr. Director 
Cushman & Wakefield

Interesting trend to consider when reviewing 
where start-ups are located:  In D.C., for example, 
the most established co-working locations are 
found in Wards 1, 2, and 3, where there’s also 
the highest concentration of neighborhood 
amenities and transportation options, however, 
with growing development, Ward 6 saw new 
co-working locations open in the second half of 
2017.
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EXPERT COMMENTARY
Adam Zuckerman, Founder 
Fosterly

If you speak to a corporate attorney about 
formation documents the vast majority will 
steer you to Delaware if you have plans to 
expand operations beyond your home state 
or raise capital. With 31% of companies 
registered in Delaware, it appears many 
have expansion on their horizon. On 
the other hand, LLC’s are often not the 
preferred formation type to raise capital 
under. One could surmise that many of the 
companies are accordingly in a growth 
phase, and it should be mentioned that 
formation type and business domicile can 
be changed.
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FOUNDER PROFILE
SHARON FLANK

 + Company Name: InfraTrac

 + Founded: 2006

 + Located: Montgomery County

 + Website: www.infratrac.com

WHAT WAS THE BIGGEST CHALLENGE YOU 
OVERCAME WHILE STARTING INFRATRAC?
We were a bit ahead of our first target market, 
pharmaceuticals.

WHAT IS YOUR LEAST FAVORITE PART ABOUT 
BEING A STARTUP FOUNDER?
Cold calls aren’t my favorite.

IF YOU WEREN'T RUNNING INFRATRAC WHAT 
WOULD YOU BE DOING?
Tech innovation... probably in a startup. 3D printing 
is pretty captivating right now.

HAS BEING A FEMALE FOUNDER IMPACTED THE 
WAY YOU APPROACH RUNNING INFRATRAC?
I have to remember that self promotion is fine when 
done well, and I try to promote other women too.

WHY DID YOU START INFRATRAC?
I thought the technology solved a real and growing 
problem of counterfeiting, and I had some initial 
backing to encourage me.

WHAT KEEPS YOU UP AT NIGHT THESE DAYS?
Getting all the pieces to come together at the right 
time to keep everybody happy.

WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE PART ABOUT BEING A 
STARTUP FOUNDER?
Inventing and innovating to solve practical problems

WHAT IS ONE PIECE OF ADVICE YOU WOULD GIVE 
A YOUNG FEMALE FOUNDER TODAY?
Network, believe, try.

WHAT DO YOU WISH YOU KNEW WHEN YOU STARTED 
INFRATRAC THAT SEEMS OBVIOUS NOW?
It takes a while to understand your market, and pivots are 
common.

WHY DID YOU CHOOSE TO LOCATE INFRATRAC IN 
MONTGOMERY COUNTY?
TEDCO support led me to MD, and Montgomery is closest 
to my home in DC.

HOW CAN THE WASHIGNTON DC REGION BEST 
COMPETE WITH TOP TIER STARTUP MARKETS?
Ecosystem support and events.
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STARTUP OFFICE TRENDS
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EXPERT COMMENTARY
Theo Slagle, Sr. Director 
Cushman & Wakefield

Most early stage startups establish their first 
locations in co-working spaces.  These locations 
provide a platform for turn-key office space 
solutions with flexible lease terms, low capital 
expenditures and provide an environment for 
cross collaboration for business development 
and collaboration with other early stage 
companies.

When companies grow to 15+ employees, the 
trend has been to make the jump to stand-alone, 
traditional office space.  Companies primarily 
seek traditional, stand-alone space at the 15+ 
employee threshold to begin developing their 
own identity, and creating a space that reflects 
their own unique brand.  There are opportunities 
at this size range for traditional stand-alone 
spaces at a lower cost than co-working locations. 

Traditional Landlords are reacting to the demand 
of high-growth companies and are designing 
spaces with interesting architecture and “plug 
& play” capabilities, with flexible lease terms - 
targeting groups seeking their first office.
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FOUNDER PROFILE
CAROL NACY

 + Company Name: Sequella, Inc.

 + Founded: 1997

 + Located: Montgomery County

 + Website: www.sequella.com

WHAT WAS THE BIGGEST CHALLENGE YOU 
OVERCAME WHILE STARTING SEQUELLA?
Many challenges...all big. The most persistent 
challenge is money. Working in global health (small 
U.S. market) means a very limited set of investors, 
those with a double bottom line. Working on a public 
health disease as a for-profit also means a high level 
of suspicion from the usual non-profit players in 
global health, who think of small biotechs as pharmas 
with $billions in product revenue, while we have 
no products and no revenue. A political tightrope, 
requires strong networking skills.

WHY DID YOU START SEQUELLA?
Years ago I participated in a NIH meeting about 
its grants program to combat tuberculosis (TB), 
declared by WHO a Global Health Emergency. I 
learned, to my horror, that 2 billion people worldwide 
were infected with TB bacteria: each year 10 million of 
these infected people came down with active disease 
(that’s 8 people each second!) and 2 million died. 
The existing drugs were old and inefficient. Someone 
needed to do something! We started Sequella to find 
new and better TB drugs to save lives.

WHAT KEEPS YOU UP AT NIGHT THESE DAYS?
Financing. We are steps away from bringing two 
new and excellent TB drugs to the patients who 
desperately need them, but the final clinical trials are 
tens of $millions in cost. Finding the investors who 
will help us to the finish line is an ongoing and highly 
stressful process.
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WHAT IS YOUR LEAST FAVORITE PART ABOUT BEING A STARTUP FOUNDER?
The constant search for capital to support the company and the clinical trials required for product approval.

IF YOU WEREN'T RUNNING SEQUELLA, WHAT WOULD YOU BE DOING?
Happily working as a scientist in a research institution.

HAS BEING A FEMALE FOUNDER IMPACTED THE WAY YOU APPROACH RUNNING SEQUELLA?
I think so, but not having experience as a male CEO I don’t know for sure. I believe women tend to share 
authority better and tend to openly give credit to those whose work is so essential to running the business.

WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE PART ABOUT BEING A STARTUP FOUNDER?
Our first new TB drug finished a clinical trial recently with excellent results: it cured many more patients 
of their TB than the standard treatment and it was substantially safer than the existing TB drugs. That we 
discovered and developed a drug that may be helpful to patients around the world is by far the most favorite 
part of our business!

WHAT IS ONE PIECE OF ADVICE YOU WOULD GIVE A YOUNG FEMALE FOUNDER TODAY?
Network. It is very lonely at the top, as you cannot really run a company and be friends with all your workers. 
Seek advice from experienced people in your field, men and women. And be a part of the new “old girls club” 
that didn’t even exist when I was starting out as a scientist and business person.

WHAT DO YOU WISH YOU KNEW WHEN YOU STARTED SEQUELLA THAT SEEMS OBVIOUS NOW?
Everything is political. Understand the politics of the environment you enter when you start your enterprise, 
and then manage the politics as best you can.

WHAT DO YOU KNOW TO BE TRUE THAT MOST PEOPLE WOULD DISAGREE WITH?
Basic science should be the purview of universities; healthcare innovation for product development is best 
performed in small, flexible, and risk-taking for-profit companies; product registration and marketing and 
sales is best accomplished by big pharma and big biotech. It’s a highly regulated industry and we need to 
reformat the ecosystem so the the funds flow in the proper direction to get the job done efficiently.

WHY DID YOU CHOOSE TO LOCATE SEQUELLA IN MONTGOMERY COUNTY?
Skilled workers, close to federal labs, great schools, supportive environment for biotech.

HOW CAN THE WASHIGNTON DC REGION BEST COMPETE WITH TOP TIER STARTUP MARKETS?
We BADLY need a robust venture capital community: we are sorely deficient compared to the other top 
biotech areas. We have everything we need except money!
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STARTUP WORKFORCE 

LLC
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Other
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SP

L3
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18.0%

34.6%
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12.0%
9.5%

2.1%
4.2%

Total Employees

18.86%

18.86%

14.99%

31.01%

0.26%

0.52%
0.26%

0.26%

0.26%
0.78%

0.78%
0.26%

0.52%

0.26%

0.26%

0.26%

0.26%

State of Incorporation

0.26%

Remote Work Option

Paid Time Off (PTO) /
Vacation

Medical Insurance / FSA /
HSA

Dental Insurance

Vision Insurance

On-site Bike Storage

Food and Drink

Commuter Benefits

Paid Maternity / Paternity
Leave

401K Matching

On-site Showers

Education / Professional
Development

Life Insurance

Gym / Wellness Access

Flexible Schedule

Stock / Equity

On-site Massage Therapy

Travel Reimbursement

Unlimited Vacation

Volunteer Hours

80%

57%

47%

37%

30%

22%

21%

20%

20%

20%

18%

17%

17%

5%

4%

4%

3%

1%
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Employee Benefits

0 1 2-3 4-5 6-9 10-19 20-29 30-49 50-99 100+

29%

18% 16%
10%

6% 6% 4% 4% 4% 2%

Full-time Employees

Average annual salary for Founders? (Cash
compensation only.)

Average annual salary for full-time
(non-founder) employees?

Prefer not to answer (21.55%) Prefer not to answer (16.96%)

$100,001 - $130,000 (5.65%)

$100,001 - $130,000 (4.24%)

$80,001 - $100,000 (9.54%)

$80,001 - $100,000 (8.48%)

$50,001 - $80,000 (12.72%) $50,001 - $80,000 (16.25%)

$30,001 - $50,000 (7.42%)

$30,001 - $50,000 (9.19%)
$10,001 - $30,000 (3.89%)

$10,001 - $30,000 (5.65%)
$0 - $10,000 (30.04%)

$0 - $10,000 (8.48%)

$130,001 + (9.19%)

Salaries

Total Employees

Full-time Employees

STAFF COMMENTARY
“Side hustles” have become a common 
way for entrepreneurs to test business 
ideas while maintaining the security of a 
full time job. The 2017 data set indicates 
this trend is continuing with 29% of 
respondants reporting zero full-time 
employees including themselves. 
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EXPERT COMMENTARY
Frank V. Taylor, Chief Executive Officer 
Compound

Competition for top talent is fiercer than 
ever, so even early stage companies 
spend significant time and resources to 
ensure their employees are well cared for. 
It is encouraging to see young companies 
in our region prioritizing meaningful 
benefits like flexible work schedules, 
health insurance and paid family leave 
over the ping pong tables and free beer 
that startup myths are made of. 

EXPERT COMMENTARY
Theo Slagle, Sr. Director 
Cushman & Wakefield

Now more than ever, Landlords are trying to 
attract tenants via amenity packages, including 
tenant only rooftop terraces, state-of-the-art 
fitness centers, conference facilities, bike 
rooms and lounges.  Increasingly, landlords 
are looking to the hotel & hospitality sectors to 
gain inspiration for common area amenities and 
finishes.

These amenities also can provide economic 
advantages to tenants as well.  For example, we 
have a few clients who previously would pay for 
their employees’ gym memberships. By moving 
to a building with a tenant only fitness center, 
they were able to immediately reduce their HR 
costs significantly.  For example, for a company 
with 30 employees @ $150 per month in gym 
memberships, this equated to $54,000 per year 
in expenses.  Relocating to an office building with 
a tenant only fitness center provided immediate 
savings.
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FOUNDER PROFILE
MANPREET SINGH

 + Company Name: TalkLocal

 + Founded: 2011

 + Located: Montgomery County

 + Website: www. talklocal.com

WHAT WAS THE BIGGEST CHALLENGE YOU 
OVERCAME WHILE STARTING TALKLOCAL?
TalkLocal was not the first lead generation 
start-up to hit the market, and the failings of our 
predecessors really hurt us. Business owners had 
been burned by other start-ups in our space and 
many refused to hear us out, let alone give us a shot. 
Here’s how we overcame the skepticism to finally 
build a network of paying businesses: we bought the 
Google Adword “snow removal” and started sending 
free leads to snow plow companies. After that, the 
companies started calling us and signing up.

WHY DID YOU START TALKLOCAL?
Until now, local businesses and consumers have 
been struggling to connect through vastly different 
channels. Most consumers research local businesses 
online, while plumbers, painters, and other local 
pros still rely on print and phone directories to drive 
inbound calls.

With talklocal, even businesses that are virtually 
non-existent online and who may not even know 
talklocal exists can connect with the local consumers 
they want to reach… Just by picking up the phone 
and pressing “5”.

WHAT KEEPS YOU UP AT NIGHT THESE DAYS?
There are so many places where our technology 
could make a difference. And, the need continues to 
grow as more connected devices hit the market and 
create new ways for people to connect. I stay up late 
and get up early because I’m busy reaching out to 
innovators whose sites and platforms could leverage 
TalkLocal tech.

HOW CAN THE WASHINGTON DC REGION BEST 
COMPETE WITH TOP TIER STARTUP MARKETS?
The DC Metro area can accomplish anything it sets its 
mind to. So, first, our legislators have to want it. They 
have to be willing to invest to create the transportation, 
education, and community development systems a 
world-class tech hub requires. Once we create the 
start-up talent at institutions like University of Maryland 
College Park, Johns Hopkins University, etc, we have 
to offer those innovators the lifestyle that top tier talent 
demands.

WHAT DO YOU KNOW TO BE TRUE THAT MOST 
PEOPLE WOULD DISAGREE WITH?
Celebrity =/= success. Most business people would say 
that they agree with this sentiment. Yet, they obsess over 
Facebook likes and Instagram followers as if convinced 
that these metrics will make or break their business. 
Remember, with talklocal, even businesses that are 
virtually non-existent online can connect with the local 
consumers they want to reach just by being reliable and 
available when the customer needs them. That’s a radical 
concept in our age of internet celebrity.
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TECHNOLOGY PREFERENCES AND TOOLS
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EXPERT COMMENTARY
Adam Zuckerman, Founder 
Fosterly

While it is somewhat predictable that iOS 
has a larger share of apps than Android (as 
iOS apps tend to consistently earn more 
revenue than Android), it may come as a 
surprise that Instagram’s paid ads were 
ranked significantly higher than Twitter and 
Snapchat. It also appears that CRM’s have 
turned the corner and are now more widely 
in use than not, as 56% of respondents 
reported using a service. (Sidenote: Thanks 
to local CRM company Contactually for 
helping us manage the Census e-mail 
process.)
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FOSTERLY CENSUS FUN FACTS

 + The most common male and female names 
among our startup survey entires are David and 
Jessica.

 + More of our DC based startups are on New York 
Avenue than on any other street in the District.

 + On average our startups earn $772 of annual 
revenue per square foot of office space.

 + 57% of all startups in our census formed in 
the last five years with a Board of Directors have 
female members on their boards.

 + The most common type of organization repre-
sented in our census is LLC, making up 46% of the 
companies, and 69% of 2017 estimated revenue.

 + Startups in our census who use co-working 
spaces bill an average of $44,000 annual gross 
revenue per employee, while startups in home 
offices gross $148,000 per employee per year on 
average.

 + Founders of Maryland-based startups in our 
census are the oldest, with an average age of 46 
years, while DC-based startups have the youngest 
founders, averaging 36 years old.

 + Food & Beverage and Marketing & Advertising 
startups in our census boast the most seasoned 
founders in our census, with average ages of 81 
and 73, respectively.

 + Health & Wellness and E-Learning startups in 
our census host a significant number of younger 
founders, with an average age of 34 years old.

Below is a collection of mildly interesting but oddly shaped facts that did not quite make it into 

the main report. 
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FREE FORM RESPONSES
Due to the strong response to this section from the 2016 Census, we decided to include answers from a few 
open ended questions at the end of the report again this year. Here is a largely unedited listing of responses 
with limited information redacted to ensure anonymity and improve ease of reading (e.g., correcting a few 
spelling errors, changing sentence case, etc...). Although it goes without saying, the comments below do not 
necessarily represent the views of Fosterly or the Census’ sponsors and partners.

 + Additional staff support (interns, part-time 
contractors) to offload billable project work onto, 
increase marketing and sales

 + Developing platforms for building large com-
munities and using emerging media tech (VR, AR, 
MR, etc) for creating content.

 + Expanding our product line into food service.

 + “I’m a solo founder bootstrapping a high-tech 
company with personal savings. I’ve been working 
on the product for the past year and plan to launch 
the initial version in the next few weeks. 
 
After launch, I anticipate that the greatest opportu-
nity for early growth will involve (and require): 
 
1. Raising awareness of the product, both online 
and among the greater DC population; and 
2. Quickly iterating on the product to address user 
feedback. 
 
The best thing I could receive in terms of support 
for achieving this growth would simply be expo-
sure. A lot of early-stage startups get press when 
they raise funds, so the decision to bootstrap can 
make it a bit harder to raise awareness.”

 + We have an in-house design management 
product we believe we can commercialize.  We will 

likely need investment or a loan to get it to market.

 + In general, a strong economy with robust M&A 
deal flow drives our business from both the buy 
side and the sell side.

 + Acquisitions

 + Finance Industry, we believe we need to partner 
to get ahead of the administrative requirements 
and sales cycle

 + Government marketing

 + New deep learning product development 
unlocked by access to training data.

 + Our most significant opportunities for growth 
are through partnerships we established in 2017 
and in the government and enterprise spaces. The 
ability to develop new features more rapidly and 
engage our partners in the same sense of urgency 
would enable us to grow in these areas.

 + [Name redacted] needs connections with 
retailers.

 + SaaS White label of tech stack. Cash

What are your company's most significant opportunities for growth (revenue, staff, or 

geographic footprint), and what would enable you to achieve it?
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 + Small to medium sized consulting firms. 
Connecting with the right people within these 
organizations.

 + Taking our core offerings and productizing them 
more.

 + The increasing penetration of SaaS in business 
today and the neverending churn of small business 
creation booth provide growth opportunities for 
[Name redacted]. An increased level of brand 
awareness would likely enable us to achieve that 
growth.

 + We depend on employment staying strong in 
the area

 + Access to capital would facilitate our growth in 
the development industry.

 + Create the photo printing experience from 
mobile phones.   We think the millennial genera-
tion is interested in printing photos for their dorm 
room, soccer moms want to send grandparents 
photos of their children scoring a goal and teenag-
er would like to have their bedrooms look like their 
instagram page.

 + Inbound marketing and upselling individual 
customers to enterprise accounts.

 + Interacting at industry events such as industry 
days, conferences, and consortia.  We need fund-
ing to participate in these events for memberships, 
travel, and exhibits.  Memberships are typically 
$5000/yr per organization, and we would like to 
belong to six of these, while we are currently only 
in one.  Exhibiting at conferences typically costs 
around $5000/event, and we would like to exhibit 
in about five - ten events per year.  Some are local 

and low cost so we have been concentrating on 
these.  Travel to customers and industry events 
costs around $300/day and we need to be on the 
road at least 30days a year, but now are only doing 
five to ten days a year.

 + Our opportunities for growth include partner-
ships with governmental agencies, schools, and 
private agencies working with at risk young adults. 
We also require public and private funding from 
foundations.

 + Outreach to clinics, funding for marketing.

 + Recently made connections to many of the 
development and property management compa-
nies. We believe that this will allow us to build up 
the infrastructure in Baltimore in a way that can 
be easily replicated for other cities in the future. 
Once we have built this infrastructure and created 
revenue in Baltimore we should be able to raise 
funds to grow to the surrounding areas.

 + Scaling our SaaS offering to marketing and 
digital agencies to empower them to offer interac-
tive content marketing services to their client base.  
We need to grow our sales force and expand our 
outbound efforts.

 + The nonprofit sector is our target growth 
market. Because the nonprofit world is highly 
relationship-based, networking assistance would 
be very helpful in expanding into this space.

 + Turns out our B2B SaaS app captures moneyball 
for projects and people on a global scale. Prom-
ising markets include alternative data source for 
asset managers, next gen staffing business model, 
and corporate benchmarking. We need to raise 
capital to rapidly scale-up data collection capabili-
ties (3rd party integrations, freemium accts).

 + It can fundamentally change how designers 
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work with digital files. / Good technology and 
good partners.

 + Establishing relationships with small farmers, 
farmers markets and agricultural industry asso-
ciations, expanding our services to farmers in 
developing world via NGOs.

 + Existing Market need and a cost profile with 
convenience and quality which is unmatched

 + We need to obtain shelf space in major artisanal 
grocery chains.

 + Ability to work with public sector to better 
support entrepreneurs in our local area. Public 
Private Partnership or cooperative grants to 
connect entrepreneurs to business resources.

 + We have several prime opportunities that are 
coming up. We have the experience to win. Those 
projects will give us a seat at the table where the 
large systems integrators will no longer be able 
to cannibalize the programs we win for them. This 
has been the largest source of frustration and 
challenge we have faced as a small business.

 + Our most significant opportunity for growth is 
securing a substantial government contract/sub-
contract.  Relationship building is the key to it all.

 + Our most significant opportunity lies in the 
monetization of our content. A larger production 
team and  a strong PR campaign would help us to 
achieve that growth.

 + Word of mouth; more networking

 + Taking advantage of trends in 3d AR - Partner-
ships with key players

 + Colleges & Universities; If they are more open to 
supporting student ventures and small businesses, 
that would enable us to grow.

 + The most significant opportunities for growth 
will be realized after we establish a brick and 
mortar location in No. VA, but I need consultation 
on when is the right time to establish our business 
outside of home recording studio and services. 
We’ve conducted market research but are so 
unsure about commercial real estate markets in 
our area. I plan to investigate these questions with 
the SBDC.

 + Overall growth of the DC tech community. 
When it thrives, we thrive.

 + Fractured market for rural health transport, 
huge documented need, growing opportunities 
as population ages, replicable model for all rural 
areas state- DMV - USA - beyond. Need seed/pre-
seed funds.

 + A stable Federal environment with fewer 
continuing resolutions and a passed budget.

 + The most significant opportunities for growth 
are capital and employees. Ludo is in the stages 
of prototyping its products and need to be able to 
sustain itself while testing with stakeholders.

 + Capitalizing on regional momentum in 
bio-economy, ability to generate strong Q1 
revenue 

 + Government contracts and orders from large 
corporations

What are your company's most significant opportunities for growth (revenue, staff, or 
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 + Initial sales are needed.  We need partners and/
or introductions to agencies which have legacy 
COBOL programs which process forms.

 + Online sakes through Teachable and Facebook 
ads.

 + Product line expansions. Growing beyond the 
“Mini Museum” and adding new lines such as 
jewelry and single specimens. We are becoming a 
more traditional multi-category retailer.

 + The ineffectiveness of Congress has forced 
many companies to focus more on state govern-
ment relations. I need a team focusing on sales 
opportunities to better take advantage of that.

 + [Name redacted] sees significant growth 
opportunities in the public sector as well as for 
small business owners looking to get a handle on 
their energy costs while contributing to a cleaner 
environment. Added exposure to our product, 
[Name redacted], in our target small and medium 
commercial building market is key.

 + Having a higher number of well-educated, 
talented, driven early-career people in the region 
would help us achieve our growth goals.  We need 
to keep the DC area as a great place for young 
people to live and work.

 + Less regulations and hurdles to achieve a 
license, specifically in the banking and money 
service business categories.  

 + Investment either through VC or ICO in order 
to continue product development and marketing/
sales.  Public sector sales would be huge.

 + “After 10+ years developing GPS-denied 

personnel tracking technology, it is clear that no 
one technology will meet the requirements of all 
the use cases. Some use cases allow for premap-
pingand installation of beacons (e.g. shopping 
malls) and others need technology that cantrack 
with little no infrastructure or pre-mapping (first 
responders). A key trend that has emerged is that 
vendors are now beginning to include more than 
just one technology in their location solutions 
because no one technology meets the full need. 
 
While technology to address this broad market 
may differ depending on many different factors 
(accuracy, building size, user preferences) the 
one area that is becoming very important is the 
need for accurate map data. The types of map 
data needed depends on the use case and the 
technology being implemented at the site but, 
generally, will include terrain data, floor plans, and 
satellite images. Accurate map data, especially 
indoor maps (floor plans), is difficult to get and 
maintain and vendors must be sure to address 
privacy concerns. 
 
[Name redacted] is focused on providing indoor 
location solutions for industrial, security, public 
safety, and defense applications. [Name redacted] 
has significant expertise in location and tracking 
of dismount warfighters and civilian emergency 
responders. In fact, police and emergency medical 
technicians (EMTs) working at the 2017 Superbowl 
in Houston were wearing the [Name redacted]. 
 
The global indoor location market is expected 
to grow from USD 4,721.2 million in 2016 to 
USD 23,134.4 million by 2021, at a Compound 
Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of 37.4% during the 
forecast period. Enhanced customer engagement, 
improved navigation, and needfor public safety are 
some of the factors that are expected to drive the 
adoption rate of indoor location technology in the 
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years to come. “

 + Eleccion will grow as government and commer-
cial organizations begin realize the limitations of 
traditional hierarchies and start to seek innovative 
alternatives.  A sea change in organizational 
structures is coming - we want to be ahead of that 
way, defining the future. 

 + We are seeing a fair amount of international 
growth, the ability for us to not only scale our team 
internationally but to scale our support capability 
locally is key to our success.

 + More timely, accurate, concise, and streamlines 
process at the state, local, and federal level.  I 
spend most of my time going in a circle, getting 
passed around, or being told I’m reaching out to 
the wrong person, because the person I’m speak-
ing with doesnt have enough sense to know I have 
a specific purpose and have already identified to 
person/office with whom I need to consult.  They 
act as if they know more about what I want than 
I do given they know nothing at all about what I 
intend to discuss.

 + Data license sales with enterprise customers.

 + We are looking for growth from companies 
willing to improve their internet presence with 
the use of Internet Protocol version 6; we are 
developing tools and security products to fill gaps 
in IPv6 security where there are no other products. 
As ISPs and others migrate to IPv6, we are getting 
more recognition and “play”. To achieve our 
growth plans, we need better access to investors 
and funding.

 + We provide an application security layer and 
cloud services for the entirety of the Internet, so 

whatever is growing on the Internet is growing 
for us.  In 2018, we see continued and acceler-
ated growth in IoT, distributed sensor networks, 
machine learning for data analytics, encrypted 
chat and chatbots, and Blockchain for immutable 
distributed digital ledgers.

 + Licensing our code to network infrastructure 
companies.  We need time and engineering 
resources to accomplish that.

 + Expanding to new merchants.

 + National and global sales/marketing reach and 
more funding will enable us to achieve our goals

 + The bus industry in the East Coast offers a 
great opportunity for us to grow. In order to 
succeed, we need an enthusiastic, professional 
and knowledgable team which is willing to work 
and move forward together. Plenty of funds is also 
an important part as well as proper and inspiring 
leadership. 

 + There are significant opportunities in our space. 
We are currently limited by funding. Not wanting 
to dilute ownership will slow growth but keep the 
owners focused.

 + We are at a very early stage of development, 
and our primary focus now is on defining the first 
release of our initial product. As we move from 
product definition into development, we’ll need to 
hire technical team members quickly.

 + We have a strong product pipeline that we are 
struggling to bring to fruition because of the lack 
of local options and the lack of manufacturing 
capability int he USA. If we could more rapidly 
scale production we would hire and grow very fast 
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but we do not want to go overseas.

 + Taking action on the learnings from our private 
beta and moving toward a full public launch; 
access to working capital would allow us to achieve 
it.

 + Additional time for sales/business development, 
bandwidth to scale.

 + Providing [Name redacted] to school systems, 
because there is no product on the market that 
provides the data on learning disability support 
services at the college level.  Funding sources 
would help us achieve our goal.

 + Monopolizing the creative market. Competition 
is old and dated. Video is in high demand, not 
enough available talented labor to satisfy it. 

 + Bandwidth

 + Connected car, Connected Boat

 + Getting proof of concept to market - grant 
would help

 + Growth in the unmanned systems sector, intros 
to the right purchasing individuals

 + I am a single member LLC owner relying on 
word of mouth marketing. By doing right for 
my client, I hope my clients do right by me and 
recommend me for more opportunities. 

 + Leveraging social media platforms via partner-
ships or viral content. Building relationships with 
and posting group discount offerings for multi 
location businesses. Both can be achieved via 
networking and referrals along with bringing the 

right talent onboard to pursue these opportunities.

 + Partnership models to increase app distribution.

 + Public private partnerships including financial 
support and deeper integration with schools, 
county and state and larger private companies, 
would allow us to buoy the ecosystem and expand 
our operations and support more start-up and 
scale-up companies.

 + Veteran Status with focus on Teaming 
Arrangements

 + We have great opportunities for growth, but not 
dependent on anything government officials can 
do to help

 + Completion of regulatory requirements for 
market authorization of our antibiotics under 
development. Cash: it will take $25M to complete 
registration tasks for our first [product].

 + “Cryptocurrency market growth very fast this 
days and the same we are. 
Welto provides a new way of spending cryptocur-
rency and integrates it with real life by allowing pay 
for any things and bills with more than 6 different 
coins.”

 + Increase in sales; we need raise funds in order to 
hire additional staff.

 + [Name redacted]’s understanding the power 
of Local Entertainment esp. Trade Cat 334612 US 
Made Music. The express [Name redacted] needs 
to become part of their vocab.

 + The most important opportunity is the ability to 
utilize the network of successful corporations in the 
DC area and offer improvements for them. Access 
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to key decision-makers would help.

 + By increasing my marketing and sales would en-
able me to achieve greater growth opportunities.

 + We expect our Data as a Service to be 
FEDRAMP compliant within the next 7 months 
opening the Federal Marketplace to us for confi-
dential and secret data.

 + Advanced manufacturing represents opportu-
nity for us - and for the nation. National investment 
in America Makes and similar accelerators has 
been helpful, but Europe is still ahead in additive 
manufacturing (industrial uses of 3D printing).

 + Faster regulatory response for new services we 
are developing (financial services).

 + More affordable commercial rents and more 
flexible zoning laws for manufacturing.

 + Partnerships with workforce development 
programs and introductions to customers

 + qualification and standardizing of a package of 
services that can have finite beginning and ending 
timelines

 + Release sales-ready, self-service web appli-
cation. Expand beyond hotel niche into other 
commercial real estate verticals. External funding 
in the range of $500K-$1MM will accelerate 
development efforts and sales and marketing.

 + Signing customers.  Funding so our founders 
can work full-time on the business.

 + There is a significant market for my company’s 
services; I need o improve marketing and increase 
capacity for service delivery to grow.  Since my 

What are your company's most significant opportunities for growth (revenue, staff,  
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market is very small businesses (0-20 employees),a-
ny government policies that increase their ability 
to invest in their operations will help my company 
grow.

 + Word of mouth, great care and excellent 
customer service is how to grow a Violin Shop. 

 + This year during our expansion, the greatest 
opportunity is Full Expense of our equipment 
cost. We have orders of equipment valued at over 
$15,000. The build out of our first retail location 
and the tax implications are much more favorable 
this year than in 2016.

 + The correct strategic partnerships.

 + As a nonprofit, funding is always difficult. Re-
ceiving more funding is crucial to our success. Our 
most significant opportunities for growth actually 
involve getting more international involvement 
from various countries around the world. 

 + Free Advertising & local recognition by

 + Funding at this moment. It would help us to 
grow significantly in revenue and employment.

 + Our biggest opportunities are the volume of 
venture pitch events and the number of investors 
in the market at the moment.

 + Successful enterprise sales. Great product + 
sales team.

 + ACA | Healthcare regulations

 + [Name redacted] is a CPG company that focuses 
on premium food products. Consumers are our 
end customers and their disposable income im-
pact our growth directly. As consumers have more 
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disposable income, they demand more products 
that are beyond their day-to-day necessities, which 
is a great opportunities for us and gives us room to 
differentiate ourselves. 

 + Being able to recruit more people with comput-
er science backgrounds and have the funds to hire 
them would enable us to develop our app faster

 + Brand awareness. We are the only vegan 
crackling on the market and the only bag of chips 
that rings in under 100 calories!

 + Brand building

 + CBE

 + Connecting government research laboratories 
to private companies. More investment in R+D is 
necessary both from the private sector and public 
sector.

 + Continuing to increase value to our customers...

 + Corporate sales, Subscription models, National 
delivery would be the most impactful things to 
contribute to our growth. Continued great execu-
tion, economic health of the country, and access to 
capital. 

 + DC is an excellent area to build partnerships and 
gain thought partners/advisory board members.

 + Enterprise and established companies with 
more than $3 million in revenue. In order to 
support our growth plans, we are moving away 
from smaller retainer and project models to larger, 
minimum-based projects.

 + expanding our corporate partners and 

expanding into new verticals (beyond media, tech, 
entertainment) 

 + Expansion to more subjects and grades. We 
need another round of funding to do that.

 + Funding to expand our sales/BD team

 + Getting companies to be our early stage 
adaptors

 + [Name redacted]’s core competency is network-
ing and being based in the International District of 
business for the world is a great opportunity. The 
opportunity to avail and leverage my services and 
support through my purview would enable [Name 
redacted] to become the international Influence it 
is positioned to materialize.

 + Growth of DC eco-system.

 + Increase marketing and brand building of ODN. 
We stand to be the company that enables smart 
cities.

 + It’s just so hard for a small business to market to 
new customers in today’s market place.

 + Large Corporate Accounts. Continue building 
our portfolio and providing an excellent wellness 
offering.

 + Large-scale, strategic, experiential projects for 
brand activations. Having a larger network. 

 + Long term care housing, easing of zoning 
restrictions.  

 + More customers. Better sales talent available 
locally.
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 + More wholesale accounts and distribution 
outside of the DC metro.

 + My most significant opportunities for growth 
include strategic partnerships for both content 
distribution and content development. I’m finding 
experts to help develop courses, and I’ve found 
several networks and organizations that are inter-
esting in using [Name redacted] as a value-add for 
their networks. The challenge I have right now is 
one of setting up the systems and processes that 
allow for this to happen as smoothly as possible, 
including finding trustworthy experts who can 
help me achieve my goals, such as content devel-
opment, video editing, etc. I know how to run a 
business, but this part is a challenge for me. 

 + NASA Commercial Space Funding: We need 
matching grants.

 + Navigating government regulations with greater 
ease.

 + New product needs more sales resources

 + New product/content creation. Connecting with 
consumer facing brands creating new products/
content.

 + Opportunities for growth include partnership 
with media organizations, including syndication, 
and subject matter organization and events. 

 + Our biggest opportunities to growth is in the 
office sector. Contacts.

 + Our company has the potential to reach over a 
billion people and break every single social barrier 
between them. For our company to succeed, we 
need upfront financing to pay for product develop-
ment and innovative marketing campaigns. 

What are your company's most significant opportunities for growth (revenue, staff,  
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 + Our company’s best opportunities for growth 
would be getting involved with the millennial 
community on our college campus. They are our 
target consumer and we believe if we can get them 
on board our product can be successful. We will 
be holding “Demo Days” on campus and having 
students trying on the product.

 + Our events and products business have the 
most significant opportunities for growth, enabled 
by repeat business and referrals.

 + Our greatest opportunity for growth is lever-
aging our investment in an IoT platform focused 
on food services business based on our work for 
Kroger and Papa John’s.  The platform allows us to 
engage larger enterprises as it has a specific set of 
use cases that are important to their operation ... 
versus IT work.

 + Our most significant opportunities for growth 
are in creating original content that is not necessar-
ily for a client. Funding would enable this.

 + Our most significant opportunity for growth is in 
optimizing our sales team to take full advantage of 
our existing leads.

 + Our most significant opportunity for growth 
will be the January launch of our product, [Name 
redacted].  Once launched we look forward to 
sharing it with many potential consumers.

 + Overseas expansion would be most significant 
opportunities, especially to Europe and Asia. 

 + Participation in local farmers markets and pop 
up events. I need seed capital and low or no cost 
labor.

 + Partnering with the right restaurants and chefs 
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to get the word out!

 + Private and Public Charter Schools. Creating 
awareness, delivering a great customer experience 
for the school and parents, capital to build capaci-
ty and lower costs. 

 + “Product development -- would require low cost 
investment or loan funds 
Increase client roster -- would require additional 
staff”

 + Shows and events focused on Made-In-DC; 
Networking events for small businesses

 + Taking over the world via gamification | Funding

 + The digital fitness market is growing. If we could 
hire the staff needed to scale we could achieve 
significant growth.

 + there is a huge market for what we’re offering, 
we need to figure out how to message effectively 
and extend our reach. 

 + Untapped potential for non-profits, associ-
ations, and advocacy groups to build stronger 
relationships with their audiences.

 + [Name redacted] could operate in every city in 
the world.  Strategic partnerships, sponsorships, 
and the ability to recruit incredible community 
leaders would enable us to achieve that.

 + Visibility within the DC SMB community

 + Visibility would help us a great deal in this early 
validation stage, including showcasing our product 
at public events and having introductions made to 
potential partner and customer organizations.

What are your company's most significant opportunities for growth (revenue, staff,  
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 + We aim to increase (at least by 75%) the volume 
of sales among current size customers (early stage 
startups, small to medium non profits and B corps) 
and expand to larger customers (bigger non 
profits, local governments, scale ups, mid growth 
startups) for brand identity and marketing strategy 
projects. To achieve this we will expand our ad 
spending with broader target audiences and have 
more presence at national events such as SXSW 
and DC area events.

 + We are advancing on a continuum of transition 
between being a B2B2C company to being more 
straight B2C. Our big opportunity is to use revenue 
supported by the B2B2C activity (and investment 
capital drawn by the viable business model there) 
to continue to build a product and experience that 
will ultimately be very successful as a consumer 
app.

 + We are pivoting into the commercial real estate 
industry and strategic partnerships are critical to 
our success.

 + We are pursuing B2B2C opportunities.

 + We are working hard on content marketing, be-
ing leaders in our industry in providing our viewers 
with knowledge to sell and become experts in their 
field will be one of the key ways to drive in qualified 
leads to our site via content marketing.

 + We are working to grow in the 1.2 Billion square 
foot market for small office space. Drawing inven-
tory and users to the platform and transacting will 
enable our success.

 + We have seen significant opportunities in the 
government and defense sectors to provide end-
to-end tailored data science training programs for 
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entire organizations. We envision Data Society to 
be the official provider of data science trainings 
in the DC area. Referrals from current clients has 
been a great source of new business for us, and 
we will also implement an outbound sales strategy 
to bring in new clients. We will also be monitoring 
RFPs for additional opportunities to work with 
government sectors.

 + We meed to build out the front end of our 
database service.

 + We would like to dive into the public sector 
more. Access to tools of working & securing 
government contracts or public sectors would be 
great.

 + Working to finalize USDA Inspected production 
and achieve wholesale sales across state lines.

 + Access to Capital

 + Getting picked up by multiple large coffee 
chains and retailers in the DMV area.

 + Reaching clients and customer faster. Right now 
the client cycle is too long which makes the cost to 
acquire each client and customer expensive. If that 
cycle can be shorten with improved marketing and 
messaging the return and flow management will 
be more reasonable.

 + Our company’s most significant opportunities 
for growth are cultivating culture on other univer-
sities to expand our service onto other campuses 
through ambassadorships. Adoption of our values 
and purposes through networking and marketing 
would allow us to achieve it.

 + We see huge opportunities providing accom-
modations for ADA compliance at a much lower 

What are your company's most significant opportunities for growth (revenue, staff,  
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cost than current solutions. We have struggled 
to gain access to the correct contract vehicles to 
reach this market and continue to work to identify 
partners that can help us achieve this goal. A “fast-
track” option for sole source products to be added 
to the procurement list would help immensely.
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 + ...while maintaining a small team size.

 + A lack of capital.

 + Access to capital, limited experienced talent.

 + Access to finance.

 + An economic downturn that affected access to 
capital would impede our ability to grow at the rate 
we expect to have, and if it did happen we would 
need to heavily decrease spending in order to 
carve away towards profitability. Additionally, as a 
company that imports a great deal of product from 
South and Central America, increased taxes or 
regulations around trade with those regions could 
affect our margins. 

 + As a service based company our time is directly 
tied to revenue; we’d like to be able automate 
more, get to know AI solutions as well.

 + Attracting new users and convincing landlords 
of a new way to market and transact space is 
our largest obstacle.  Success is the best way to 
overcome resistance.

 + Bandwidth and revenue.

 + Business intelligence, length of sales cycle.

 + Cash is king. We are constantly working to 
conserve resources and find new sources of capital 
infusion.

 + Challenging and complex technology, we need 
good R&D.

 + Competition that can be overcome by better 
funding.

 + Cost of navigating government regulations.

 + Cost to rent kitchen space in DC. Overcome 
them by moving outside of the district but still in 
the area.

 + Creating a sustainable and scalable model - the 
current model is built on relationships, which is 
hard to scale.  Need tech to support it. 

 + Currently financing, we need help connecting to 
investors.

 + DC economic stagnation.

 + DC having sales tax on software; makes a move 
to Arlington very enticing. In general, high taxes in 
DC drive decision-making.

 + Dependable labor, and no growth capital. I 
need financial services and business development 
help.

 + Established wellness companies expanding to 
our niche. Growing our brand and being the best 
in our niche.

 + Financing. We have trouble securing capitol 
from traditional bank loans and have resorted to 
use non-traditional online lending sources. While 
it is relatively easier to secure capital from these 
sources, the terms are not very favorable. We need 
a solid business loan to enable our growth.

 + Finding talent and acquiring customers fast 
enough.

 + Funding.

 + Funds.

 + [Name redacted] is a unique enterprise with no 
precedents to follow. We need to introduce our 

What threats or impediments to growth does your company face, and what would help you 

mitigate them?
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service to potential funders, demonstrate how it 
works, and the benefits is provides to users.    

 + Having a narrow customer base and an incon-
sistent revenue stream, which a diverse customer 
base would help in overcoming.

 + Hiring of developers. Better ability to reach 
people at big companies ready to jump ship to a 
startup.

 + Inability to raise our next round of capital.

 + Increased competition due to new entrants in 
the space.

 + Increasing costs is always a challenge as we 
continue to want to expand we continue to spend 
more on employees, tools and various marketing 
tactics, due to this we continue to work hard 
to bring in more business so that our revenue 
exceeds our costs.

 + International trade laws have been the most 
significant impediment to us as we are a product 
company and exporting to other countries is a 
challenge.

 + Introductions to insurance carriers.

 + Lack of clarity on regulation and compliance.

 + Lack of knowledge of food regulations and 
budget to hire expertise.

 + Like most high growth startups - growing/hiring 
too fast. Especially as a service provider where it’s 
extremely difficult to accurately predict revenue 
metrics.

 + Limited savings reserve.

 + Main impediments to growth include limited 
training budgets and obscurity - right now, we 

spend time on client education because most com-
panies do not have a long-term plan for upskilling 
their current employees. We provide the ability to 
skill up current employees in high-demand areas to 
catalyze growth, improve their efficiency for data 
cleaning and collecting, and improve retention 
rates. An initial investment in data science training 
can save a lot of money and time, but it does take a 
supportive infrastructure to make that happen.

 + Marketing to new people is the biggest 
impediment.

 + More capital, of course, but beyond that our 
impediments are typical of a company in this stage 
- a founder with too much to do, a struggle to 
implement organizational structures and process-
es that set the stage for growth, and having to 
spend cash on professional services like legal and 
accounting. We also face the additional challenge 
of working with public agency clients who typically 
can’t turn around decisions quickly, making it take 
longer to close contracts and get paid.

 + Multiple dynamics that affect way before the 
business are my greatest challenges. Paradigm of 
reality vs. creat(ing)ed reality. What I see. What is. 
What I want. And the dynamic(s) of processing the 
process of MY process. Support also presents its’ 
own dynamic. Both fiscal and otherwise.

 + Need to continue growing the team.

 + No funding opportunities from Angel Investors.

 + Not enough capitol to meet supply.

 + Not getting funded.

 + Not implementing fast, lag in the infusion of 
capital.  Capital to market and implement quicker. 

 + One threat is most people not being aware of 

What threats or impediments to growth does your company face, and what would help you 

mitigate them?
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the problem.  We combat that everyday by educat-
ing people and highlighting the challenges facing 
female founders.

 + Our biggest impediment to growth is finding 
good talent.

 + Our biggest problem is resources: we have 
bootstrapped the hell out of this and while the 
company’s overall business model isn’t super 
investor friendly, individual projects could be. But 
we don’t have the network or experience to recruit 
investors.

 + Our most significant obstacle may be large 
competitors with marketing muscle and a high 
degree of brand recognition (e.g., Zoom). Again, 
the solution is likely to be visibility.

 + Our only impediment to growth is not having 
the engineering manpower to keep up with our 
product schedule.

 + Our size is the biggest impediment.  We need to 
invest in a more direct sales team and our growth 
model until recently has been relationships and 
referrals.  If we were just about 50% bigger we’d 
have enough free cash to hire some additional 
delivery and sales staff.

 + Pre-existing experiential marketing firms/event 
production firms that have more infrastructure and 
more bandwidth. Growing my team.

 + Production limitations.

 + Regulatory changes (in sub-Saharan Africa), 
telecom partners misbehaving/generally being a 
pain in the ass. 

 + Regulatory instability associated with the ACA.

 + Slow down of tech growth in the local 
marketplace.

 + Space is so expensive.  We need low-cost space 
to operate our programs.

 + Spike in interest, poor tax reform, softening r/e 
market.

 + Support for media startup in Washington, DC is 
not particularly developed. 

 + Techshop is enabling infrastructure to us. It’s 
folly that Arlington or DC government doesn’t 
fund that as a critical infrastructure to help Makers 
become an industry.

 + The cost outweighing the wait time. Getting 
help on improving target marketing, messaging as 
well as more direct help on distribution channel for 
products will be helpful. Managing that all alone 
and without prior contacts is tough and expensive. 
If there was an easier way to connect and sell 
products to the right audience faster it will be 
impactful.

 + The current tax environment will have direct 
impact on our business. Many of our target con-
sumers are millennials who may have student loans 
and are in higher education. If they are not able to 
deduct student loan interest or have to pay taxes 
on the stipend or scholarship they receive, this will 
undoubtedly diminish their spending power and 
ultimately affect our business in a negative way. 
To overcome these, we need to give people the 
opportunity to give back to the economy by not 
imposing unfair taxation and increasing minimum 
wage. Disposable income is the underlying driving 
force of a healthy, innovative economy. Apple will 
not exist, no matter how good their product is, if 
people don’t have to disposable income to buy 
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their computers. 

 + The downturn in the economy could potentially 
hurt this goal, as marketing dollars are usually the 
first to be cut.

 + The lack of funding for social-focused startups is 
a hinderance, but we hope to overcome this.

 + The platform needs to be robust with a lot of 
deliverables left to completed.  While more person 
power would help us achieve those goals, getting 
someone ramped up at this late date is impossible.

 + There are peripheral competitors coming into 
my primary market, and if I can’t move fast enough, 
I could be left behind. A steep learning curve is 
also playing a role in the delay to market. If I had 
a mentor or resources where I could get this kind 
of help or guidance, I would be able to overcome 
these impediments to growth. 

 + There is little access to cheap research / 
prototyping space for a private company in the DC 
region.

 + Threats or impediments to growth include 
limited capital, fluctuating demand and supply as 
well as competition from universities and other 
meal swipe exchange communities.

 + Trump.

 + We are a young company with young leader-
ship, so there will be a lot of growing pains along 
the way. We fortunately have wonderful mentor-
ship from professors at our University and through 
the Incubator program we are apart of.

 + We are running out of money, and need to raise 
money soon.  

 + We haven’t been able to get angel investors 
even though we have early adopters and a working 
MVP. We have decided to just focus on customer 
acquisition. This will help us scale without angel 
investors. The process might just be slower.

 + We lack the resources to hire software develop-
ers full time

 + We need help learning how to market effective-
ly to professionals interested in making a career 
change.

 + Access to talented media professionals. NY and 
LA crush the DC market as there is more oppor-
tunity and forward thinkers in those spaces. We 
benefit even if competitors enter the market.

 + Big companies are so slow to adopt innovations 
that it can strangle a startup’s chances.  Quick-de-
cision proof-of-concept engagements (e.g. 
$50-100K) would benefit everyone.

 + Building a SaaS platform with a subscrip-
tion-based revenue model requires significant 
upfront investment. Bootstrapping leaves little 
additional capital for the software development 
that is necessary to keep up with and surpass 
others addressing similar market needs.

 + bureaucracy, and the disingenuous nature of 
politics with regard to new and upcoming busi-
ness.  I’ve approached 5 high profile politicians 
(at the state, county and federal levels) to discuss 
partnering with us for what we will be doing.  
Two blew me off, the others never bothered to 
respond, yet all have reached back asking for my/
our support in their respective elections.  None 
received or will receive such.

 + Cash flow is the largest threat we face. A shift 
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from a project-based model to a retainer-based 
model would help us overcome this threat.

 + Cash: availability of risk capital for product 
development for global health needs.

 + challenges of scaling

 + Competition, poor user experience, poor 
execution.  Focus.

 + Continued dysfunction in the individual health 
care market.

 + Difficult to find new clients.

 + Drastic increase to real estate pricing. Try to 
renegotiate lease or seek private funding.

 + Early stage capitalization is our biggest concern. 
We are very close to having a viable product, 
but funding our early operations is becoming a 
challenge.

 + Financial support is crucial to sustain and grow 
the outcomes we have seen in high risk young 
humans.

 + Financing.

 + Funding.

 + Funding sources.

 + In general, a weak economy slows down deal 
flow.  Our marketing and sales processes basically 
stay the same, except, perhaps for non-digital 
advertising.

 + Instability. Difficulty growing with existing staff 
size. Revenue diversification.

 + Internally - insufficient capacity to deliver 
services and to market services. Hiring additional 
staff and possibly outsourcing will help me address 
these issues.  Externally - anything that threatens 
my target market of very small businesses will 
affect my company’s success.

 + Investment  and production improvements.

 + Lack of capital for research and development.  
Meeting with investors interested in assisting 
students with disabilities or college level success 
would help.

 + Lack of funding - too much early stage funding 
goes to the incubators rather than the companies 
themselves!

 + Lack of revenue to sustain development and 
growth.  The product has a long roadmap but 
needs its development funded.

 + Lack of technical co-founder and lack of capital.  
We need to hire a full time CTO to lead the charge 
on software development and push us ahead of 
the pack.

 + Maintaining positive cashflow and keeping 
employees before being able to pay market 
salaries.

 + Market adoption, ensuring product market 
fit by talking y as many key players in the market 
as possible and building relationships with a 
distributor.

 + Need to accelerate user acquisition.

 + Not getting funded is the largest obstacle.  
Getting in front of the most relevant angel groups.

 + Our biggest threats/impediments are 
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and of itself. But the data monetization opportunity 
dwarfs the upside of almost every B2B SaaS app 
except Salesforce and a handful of unicorns.

 + Revenue generation.

 + Skilled resources.

 + Small and mid sized businesses who are 
developing their technology product are our 
target audience, however outreach and marketing 
has been our biggest hurtle. Our team is consist 
of more technical people than marketers and 
sellers, which prevents us from being able to sell 
our product and services to companies. It would 
be great to have a central startup community in 
the region where resources are shared between 
quality businesses.

 + The biggest threat for us is lack of early-stage 
funding. We’re at a point where we have a  strong 
idea and an alpha version of our product built, and 
are working to build traction and revenue. In order 
to do that quickly, we’d like to hire a developer, 
but we don’t have the funds to do that. We are 
unable to get angel or VC funds because we can’t 
prove traction yet. State grants like TEDCO’s Seed 
Fund seemed like great options for companies 
like us (founders with a proven track record, pilots 
underway, alpha built), but it now looks for more 
traction. Hopefully we can secure enough funds 
from friends and family to keep us afloat until we 
can prove traction. 

 + The college purchasing cycle is difficult to enter, 
especially when they have ‘done it a certain way’ 
for a long time.

 + The constant change in regulations and tax 
burdens.

 + The lack of awareness of our company as 
independent distributor to this areas creators 

prospects’ budgets being cut and, thus, not being 
able to move forward with outstanding proposals.  
They key to overcoming this is just broadening 
our network and building more relationships to 
diversify our pool of prospects.

 + Pre-seed and seed funding; angel investors 
who are fearless rather than risk-averse. This is 
real systems innovation and we need to be able to 
pitch values far beyond short-term ROI.

 + Price volatility. We immediately convert crypto-
currency to dollars and minimize risks in such way.

 + “Privacy is an ever-present concern in most 
technology arenas and indoor location is no 
exception. [Name redacted]  carefully addresses 
customer privacy requirements in both tracking 
and map data through 
a combination of industry best practices and 
offline storage and database options. [Name 
redacted] , in our [Name redacted] solution, 
provides options for RF ranging technologies (BLE 
and UWB) and obtains the appropriate U.S. and 
international certifications that allow us to use BLE 
and UWB in our solutions.  
Due to this challenge, a key trend is for this map 
data to be learned dynamically. [Name redacted] 
creates dynamic “Feature Maps” using a combina-
tion of sensors from the [Name redacted] and the 
Android device carried by each person being 
tracked – creating a 3D building map that includes 
structural features like stairways, elevators, 
entrances, etc. and mapping RF characteristics 
such as WiFi, Bluetooth and other RF signals of 
interest.”

 + Product-market fit, economic slowdowns, hiring 
key talent.

 + Raising enough capital quickly enough to qui-
etly steal all the oxygen out of the room. Our SaaS 
app business can be a very successful business in 
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and vs areas like LA, NYC and Nashville that are 
very intuned to what distribution means to indie 
creators. 

 + The most important factor for our specific com-
pany is access to key decision-makers. Open forum 
events with top CFOs and CEOs that are willing to 
connect with entrepreneurs and purchase services 
would be incredible.

 + Two things that all startups face: achieving 
sales and funding.  Generating sales is a long term 
activity in our case as we are an enterprise product 
company so sales takes many months of effort and 
requires months or years of building reputation 
and executing pilot programs before sales become 
significant.  We need funding to carry us through 
these many months of pre-sales marketing, 
exhibiting, and pilot efforts to get to a revenue 
generating position.

 + We need growth capital to spend on marketing, 
i.e. not salaries.

 + Working alone sometimes gets me backed up.

 + Working part-time is one of my growth 
impediments.

 + A client base uneducated on machine learning, 
data governance friction (both commercial and 
government), popular misunderstanding of deep 
learning and artificial intelligence promises and 
pitfalls.

 + A slowing economy.

 + Access to Venture Capital for early stage 
growth.  In the East Coast, there are a number of 
VCs, but most do deals with B2G, B2B and Enter-
prise facing startups.  Very few have the appetite 

for Consumer Product Technology startups.

 + “As a solo founder, the only significant existen-
tial threat to my company at the moment is the 
risk of running out of personal funds before the 
company’s revenue can support my family’s living 
expenses. Once the company reaches a level of 
recurring revenue that allows me to draw a minimal 
salary to cover those expenses, that obviously 
won’t be an issue. 
 
In terms of impediments to growth, my major 
limiting factor right now is simply the fact that I’m 
a one-person team with no spare resources to 
hire additional employees. I’m dealing with this 
by continuing to build and prepare for a product 
launch in early 2018, with the expectation that 
revenue will soon be available to reinvest in the 
company. If demand for the product is high, I’ll 
have the resources to find personnel to meet that 
demand. 
 
Given that the product I’m building is designed to 
help a wide range of students and professionals 
save time performing a common task (writing 
professional, non-fiction content), one of the 
most helpful things I could receive would be 
warm introductions to potential customers in the 
immediate area. 
 
I don’t know if such a program exists, but (if not) 
it could be a great resource for supporting local 
startups.”

 + Bandwidth.

 + BEM Controls faces new entrants, confusion 
about how our product can succesfully challenge 
incumbents who are and order of magnitude 
more expensive than us. We are also challenged in 
finding talent. More customer education, objective 
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 + I think finding good people is our biggest 
challenge in the short term.

 + Impediments include lack of bandwidth and 
resources, and the sheer fact that I’m learning by 
doing. More networking groups might help.

 + Impediments: our small size and relative lack 
of name recognition. How to overcome them: we 
have to create a more creative, affordable market-
ing plan to let potential customers know about our 
products and services.

 + Inability to raise $, we only have so much 
runway.

 + Increased competition is a growing threat. 
Better/Smarter marketing and sales strategy is 
needed to overcome.

 + Isolation as a small business owner--need more 
exposure and leads

 + Lack of public resources to very small tech 
companies like ours.

 + Lack of self-sufficient production capability.

 + Lack or funding and an attempt to thwart our 
mission from private organizations or other similar-
ly situated nonprofits. The first can be overcome 
by funding, the second can be overcome partly by 
funding and partly by having proper connections 
and communication with the right people.

 + Limited access to traditional financing.

 + Local skills.

 + Major threat:  A large consulting company 
might reverse engineer our technology before we 
establish a foothold in the market.

 + Many of my clients are located outside of the DC 

industry standards and opportunities to meet 
talent will be valuable for growth.

 + Competitive benefits to attract talent. The 
uncertainty in insurance requirements makes it 
difficult to commit to offering a particular benefit.

 + Copycats, but frankly this is a hard business to 
get into and we have an enormous head start.

 + Customer funding comes from philanthropy, 
private foundations, and government grants.

 + Design commoditization - the exuberance of 
AI in design, without the full consideration for the 
nuance of human-factors in systems design. 80/20 
rule.

 + Difficulty in hiring talent.

 + Drones.

 + Fast growth is bringing unforeseen challenges.

 + Founder’s only one person. A staff.

 + “From the classic risk buckets, Competitive, 
Market, and Technological Risks seem well in hand. 
 
Working in cryptography, Regulatory & Legal Risks 
are an ongoing consideration. 
 
Being a startup, Financial Risks are in play along 
with Systemic Risks in that we will likely return to 
the capital markets in 2018.  Raising capital in the 
DC area remains hugely disadvantageous.”

 + General economic slow-down.

 + Growth of user base.

 + Hiring talented professionals, particularly 
experienced software developers.
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area.  Need to provide a better support structure 
for entrepreneurs, and that also means larger 
companies that might acquire them (being in the 
DC area vs. West Coast or NY/Boston).

 + Market acceptance of our product in lieu of 
simply buying more bandwidth.

 + More funding and hiring talented sales, market-
ing and software development professionals.

 + My business has spend significant time working 
with new technologies in order to take advantage 
of them.  We also do presentations about our 
findings via events and meetups.  It would be nice 
to be able to identify others who find value in this 
type of activity to facilitate work opportunities or 
teaming arrangements.

 + Need to keep improving the number of high-
ly-education IT workers;  need to do a better job 
of selling the benefits of this region to potential 
employees.

 + One of the main factors for a startup’s success 
is the core team and the biggest challenge we 
currently face, being pre revenue and bootstrap-
ping, is attracting entrepreneurial talent willing to 
work for non traditional compensation. 

 + Our biggest threat is the risk of an economic 
downturn, when the economy grows we grow.

 + Our fundraising being deemed unethical.

 + Our large systems integrator partners use 
our experience and resumes to win work. Then, 
they take our positions and self perform. There 
is nothing we can do as a small business and the 
government doesn’t seem to care.

 + Presently there are no known services like we 

provide in a brick and mortar in our area. The 
competition is the DC market (a threat), but the 
advantage is that we are located below the Beltway 
- attractive to a commuting audience.

 + regulatory uncertainty with respect to commer-
cial operations of unmanned vehicles.

 + Running out of cash before we grow our 
consumer base to a sustainable number.

 + Scale for us brings more employees spread 
across the country and globe. As we move into this 
size of business the accounting, documentation 
and release practices we utilize must be upgraded 
to operate at scale. Having access to disabled 
veterans looking for employment opportunities 
would be very helpful, but to date the VA has yet to 
take our call or call us back.

 + Scaleability.

 + Seed funding and early stage funding avail-
ability is a big impediment. More Tax or other 
incentives for startup investment for investors 
and additional resources from government. 
For instance, public libraries should offer more 
or dedicated resources for small business and 
entrepreneurs.

 + software resources have be patchwork and will 
need steady reliable funding and partner.

 + The locations best suited to innovation are 
also the most desirable/expensive property. Our 
business model relies upon making that very 
space available and affordable to those least able 
to afford it - startups and scale up companies. 
Monopolies in real estate pose a challenge, as they 
inflate real estate prices. 

 + There is not much.
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area, it can be tough for an early stage, private 
sector firm to build an engineering team in DC/
VA/MD. For this reason, we expect to operate a 
satellite office for developers in another North 
American city (TBD). Salt Lake City and Toronto are 
among those we are considering, so maintaining 
good airport connections to DC (especially DCA) is 
key for us.

 + There’s a new data company popping up in 
the event’s space every day.  Clear differentiated 
marketing and messaging would help us overcome 
them.

 + Threats and impediments to our growth include 
the slow pace of government decision-making and 
acquisitions, as well as organizational inertia and 
status-quo thinking.

 + Time required to build relationships and make 
quality connections may not bring in income fast 
enough.

 + We are in a growing market. There are larger 
firms that we may impede that will view us as 
competitors. Funding without ownership dilution is 
the biggest hurdle right now.

 + We face bureaucratic and long sales processes 
as well as larger, less agile partners. Creating a 
sense of urgency in both would help us overcome 
these challenges. 

 + We face impediments of lack of adequate 
training in local students to support what we do 
as interns. We also face a lack of understanding of 
the IPv6 protocol, however we have seen this begin 
to change as the US begins to catch up to other 
countries such as Belgium, Switzerland, Colombia. 
Much of our marketing efforts have been toward 
educating others in the issues with security that 
are managed more accurately and appropriately 
by IPv6; however, when one issue is addressed, 
others arise. We are developing tools to address 
the new issues that are beginning to arise before 
attackers can exploit them. To help us overcome 
these impediments, updating curricula in the local 
universities to include the new protocol would be 
of great benefit. 

 + We learned from our previous start up that even 
though there is a large pool of tech talent in the 
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 + Lots happening locally.

 + The DC area is filled with people interested on 
the intersection of technology and policy. There is 
no better place for a company like Ludo interested 
in moving the conversation forward in this country 
on issues of diversity and inlcusion.

 + It’s unfortunately not.

 + Team was already here.

 + DC/MD/VA is the International District of 
business for the world and for my particular 
skillset----in the words of M.J. “This is it”...

 + Access to other cities, vibrant and attractive 
city to hire folks. Lots of emerging tech companies 
across verticals.

 + As the Silicon Corridor, the DC area has many 
nascent and growing tech companies that are in 
need of branding and marketing strategy services 
that we specialize in.

 + Best consumer base that is indicative of the 
larger US economy.

 + Burgeoning creative industry.

 + Customers that operate in the US all are in 
DC or have offices here, and the DC ecosystem 
understands our geographic operating context 
(sub-Saharan Africa).

 + Data-driven marketing and the rise of the 
Internet was here and no one knows that.

 + DC Government has a new initiative to support 
women business owners in the district and beyond. 
There are also many resources available in this 
area since we are supported nationally as well as 
regionally in the DMV with access to MD, DC and 
VA resources.

 + DC has been voted the best place for female 
founders in the country and we intend to help keep 
it that way.

 + DC is a hot market for the live events/experi-
ential business right now, with new opportunities 
popping up every month. That, and my entire 
business network is in the DMV area. 

 + DC is one of the best cities for us because of 
it’s widespread growth, especially of our target 
consumer, millenials looking to meet new people. 

 + DC is the center of the world’s largest, most 
powerful government.

 + Diverse customer base.

 + DMV area is particularly attractive place for my 
business due to the high income level and diversity 
of the population. We are a startup company. 
We need to be in a place where there are open 
minded people who have the necessary dispos-
able income and we need a lot of these people. I 
actually moved form the Midwest to the DMV area 
to start my business because I saw this from the 
get go.

 + Due to close proximity of several different 
companies.

 + Due to the high concentration of government, 
defense contractors, and international organiza-
tions, the DMV is a great area for us to generate 
business. Not only that, but the startup / small 
business community in DC is very supportive and 
has been a great network for us to find new clients.

 + Easy access to customers and regulators.

 + Educated and passionate customers, access to 

Why is the DC/MD/VA area a good place for you to do business?
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great suppliers and Union Kitchen.

 + Food distribution networks, population density 
and wealth/education of population, proximity to 
other large metro areas (New York, Philly, etc.). 

 + Good local resources.

 + Good market and central location for suppliers.

 + Good networking, lots of business and its a 
growing environment for all types of businesses 
including technology.

 + Great market for technology and growing 
knowledge of shared economies.

 + Great talent.

 + High net worth.

 + It has a great community especially for social 
entrepreneurs.

 + It has sophisticated clients and businesses and 
much less of an old boy network.  Easy access to 
the rest of the country with its infrastructure that 
includes planes and trains. Lastly access to talent is 
great in such populated areas.

 + It is the hub for all international companies, 
nonprofits and government.

 + It would be, with more funding.

 + It’s a diverse community with lots of people 
looking for fun, new experiences.

 + It’s easy to recruit talents and the living cost is 
quite affordable compared to NYC and Boston.

 + Its not particularly good or bad. We were 

already based here. Most of our clients are in other 
cities.

 + Lots of ambitious and motivated people happy 
to work for a company they believe in

 + Lots of high quality talent.

 + Lots of support for startups.

 + MD provides access to capital.

 + Metro-accessible office locations.  Good talent, 
if you can find it.  

 + Network, support.

 + Open data conferences and convenings happen 
locally. Halcyon House has been a great resource 
for space and introductions.

 + Our customers are here or come through here.

 + Our product is centered around mobility and 
transportation options, so the DC-area was a 
natural fit for us initially. It’s great to be a technolo-
gy startup in this community.

 + Regulations.

 + Rich entrepreneur community, access to great 
networks and resources.  If you make it here 
(tougher raising capital ) one can make it in larger 
markets. 

 + Robust, diverse and passionate culinary 
community.

 + Small, accessible and great startup community 
here.

 + Smart and diverse people. Good for a global 
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media that wants to make an impact!

 + Strong community of women in business. Good 
networking opportunities.

 + The area really does want to champion new 
business they are trying to figure out the best way 
to do that but it is very receptive.  DC is an area is 
also a great place for businesses led by women 
and people of color.

 + The DC/MD/VA area is a good place for us to do 
business because of the availability of very skilled 
young technical talent from multi-generational 
technical families and well-funded technical public 
high schools.

 + The DMV contains a large and varied customer 
base and is a good source of talent.

 + The DMV is a relatively large and affluent 
market. DC is home to me.

 + The DMV is a small town. The network of 
entrepreneurs continues to grow and tends to 
be business-friendly. I’ve met a lot of smart and 
helpful people, which I appreciate. My business is 
primary online (e-learning) or via phone (business 
advising), and having a DC address gives me cred-
ibility I didn’t expect. I also feel like I’m well-placed 
and centrally located to my strategic partners and 
clients and potential clients (worldwide). 

 + The DMV is area possesses a medley of oppor-
tunities between the public and private sector.

 + The DMV is the 2nd largest office market in the 
US, as well as one we know well.

 + The DMV startup community is one of the most 

supportive and inclusive startup communities I 
have participated in and I believe because of those 
characteristics we have been extremely blessed. 
The local governments continued and increased 
support of startups would help make that 
ecosystem more sticky and limit the chances of a 
company relocating to larger markets (ie NYC, SF). 

 + The large talent pool, high quality of life and 
diverse community are major benefits.

 + The majority of national nonprofits have a home 
in Washington, DC and there is a thriving local 
nonprofit community here.

 + The support of the local tech community 
specifically for women in tech.

 + The unique access to policymakers and thought 
leaders is only possible in our nation?s capital; and 
this, coupled with the diverse and vibrant local 
culture, make DC a great place to work and live.

 + There are so many fantastic companies here 
doing amazing work.

 + There is a thriving startup culture with many 
opportunities to meet and network with like 
minded individuals.

 + There’s a wealth of talent, though it’s not cheap. 
We have a nice hybrid of being half in DC and half 
in a smaller city in Virginia, which allows us to in 
some ways have the best of both worlds, though 
presents in own challenges.

 + This is a great area to do business, because of 
the large amount of small businesses and incuba-
tor’s in the area. There’s also a ton of young people 
in the area from colleges which we believe the 
product will be useful for. 
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 + Tons of resources, fantastic startup community, 
forward thinking DC gov.

 + Walkable and networking.

 + We have great relationships here and diverse 
clientele, along with a stable local economy.

 + We operate under regulatory oversight of FAA 
so being in DC provides us ability to maintain a 
relationship with them.

 + We started here and it’s a perfect demographic 
for our healthy alternative snack chips

 + With a background in documentary, this is a 
great place for me to do business because of all 
the NGOs and non-profits here, as well as Discov-
ery, Nat Geo, US Today, and some of the other 
news orgs leading the charge in VR content.

 + Consumers who love to try new health con-
scious products.

 + The community and the diversity of audience. I 
also know the community and its market the best 
as a consumer and a long time residence.

 + Workforce and relationships.

 + DC is a good place for us to do business 
because of the entrepreneurial community here in 
DC and the limitless opportunity for networking 
and expansion.

 + The information technology (IT) and healthcare 
industries are our two most popular verticals, so 
this region is a hot bed for that type of business.

 + Availability of capital and potential customers.

 + Close proximity to target customers (NPOs, 

Political Organizations, Government Organiza-
tions, Digital Marketing Agencies).

 + Engagement and connection is essential if our 
cities are going to thrive.

 + Excellent universities with Baltimore providing a 
modest cost of living.

 + Good supply of technical talent.  Low cost of 
business in Baltimore compared to other areas.  
Convenient for travel to other locations.

 + It is an amazing place to raise a family which 
brings strong talent.

 + It’s not. The risk profile of early stage investors 
is ill-suited for startups outside of cybersecurity 
and healthcare/medical. Proximity to Defense and 
Intel agencies drives cybersecurity investments, 
just as proximity to NIH, CMS and HHS does for 
healthcare/medical.

 + Know and like the location.

 + The financial barriers to entry are relatively low, 
compared to larger or more established technolo-
gy startup regions.

 + We target lots of small and medium businesses, 
and there’s a thriving ecosystem of those kinds of 
businesses here for us to tap into. 

 + Culinary inquisitive population that are also 
extremely busy and look for high quality and 
convenience.

 + good support companies.

 + Support from local governments, access to 
highly educated and affluent customer base.

Why is the DC/MD/VA area a good place for you to do business? (cont.)
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 + Connections in public sector, ecosystem of 
entrepreneurship. 

 + Lots of technology companies, government 
funding, international development firms

 + The DMV offers an amazing events, meetups, 
conferences and other networking opportunities 
for anyone in any arena. 

 + This area is the perfect location because a large 
portion of our target clients reside her. In addition 
to housing the federal government, the DMV area 
domiciles the HQ locations of numerous NPOs.

 + good mix of games companies, tech companies.

 + A high number of universities are in the area.

 + We are on rural Eastern Shore where many 
professionals from DMV come to retire

 + The DMV is phenomenal. No place we’d rather 
be.

 + It’s one of the top biotech economies in the 
world.

 + Close to most of the public sector, and lots of 
business and commercial office spaces which is 
our primary target environment.

 + Being right next two Washington D.C. provides 
a huge benefit for TRX Systems. TRX is a govern-
ment contractor so we are only 20-25 min from DC 
if we need to go into the city for meetings or have 
officials or personnel come into our office.

 + This is my backyard, I was born and raised in 
DC, live the 2nd half of my life in MD with a decade 

in VA.  So for my foundations purposes, I can 
go anywhere in the nation, but launching from 
anywhere requires intimate knowledge other labor 
force, business community, tax exempt community, 
workforce/workforce training/worker compensa-
tion history and i possess ALL of that because it 
what i watch and monitor in order to be effective 
in what I do/aide my clients, colleagues and their 
customers with.

 + DC/MD/VA area is in fact not an ideal place 
for a tech startup to grow and scale. The mindset 
and culture is not yet adopted to match the needs 
of an early (or late) stage technology company. 
Investments are not done are the right scale. A 
tech startup pivots many times based on demand 
until its successful, this is not well understood in 
the DC/MD/VA startup community. I would not 
recommend a tech startup who is looking for 
investment to start their business in this area as the 
cost is similar to San Francisco, but the opportuni-
ties are much more limited.

 + We are fortunate to have excellent services 
in our local high schools and also many private 
schools in the area that serve students who learn 
differently.

 + Expendable wealth in this area. Lack of talent 
creates lower barriers.

 + Great place for higher education.

 + Maryland has a good-sized biotech community 
and is very supportive of that community.

 + Our target market is physically located here.

Why is the DC/MD/VA area a good place for you to do business? (cont.)
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 + The amount of economic opportunity in the 
area serves as an incredible launching point for my 
company to leverage in the coming months.

 + The workers love of music and tech Aka 
TechTainment.

 + We are very familiar with this area and there are 
some good Fintech companies in this area.

 + DC/MD/VA is growing with new business 
owners.

 + Near Federal Government.

 + Central to many School music programs and 
large string community.

 + Family ties, ability to hire talented people, 
connectivity to the rest of the country.

 + It has a strong startup and healthcare ecosys-
tem. In particular, I can find fellow do-gooders 
pretty easily.

 + Lots of entrepreneurs who understand the value 
of well-run operations and see the ROI for invest-
ing in improvements and support.  Dense concen-
tration of very small businesses.  Good networking 
opportunities for marketing.  Local governments 
who support the small business community.

 + Lots of events, a robust economy.

 + Strong in cybersecurity, biotech, defense and 
government, some strength in aerospace.  A 
growing cooperative ecosystem and networking.  
Mindshare DC helps too.

 + The consumer market is unbeatable.

 + Untapped market pet tech.

 + We have a niche serving hotels. This area has 

a larger concentration of big hotel operators and 
owners than any other place in the world--Marriott, 
Hilton, Choice, Host, LaSalle, RLJ, etc.

 + Access to talent.

 + Federal government opportunities.

 + High quality of life and proximity to places like 
New York City.

 + Most of the executive decision-makers are here.

 + The talent base here is excellent, in terms of 
skill, education, and general ambition.

 + We do a fair amount of federal contracting.

 + “1) It’s our roots where we’ve built our careers. 
2) Phenomenal technical talent, the kind that’s hard 
to find anywhere else.”

 + Access to Angels.

 + Access to talent, proximity to the federal 
government, proximity our investors.

 + Access to workforce

 + Centrally located with three good airports.

 + DC is a highly charitable area.

 + Lots of association and tech businesses in the 
area.

 + There are plenty of consultants in this area.

 + Yes, good access to talent, transportation, and 
client/prospect access.

 + It’s where our customers are and our employees 
live.

Why is the DC/MD/VA area a good place for you to do business? (cont.)
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 + The DC/MD/VA area is a good place for 
my business given the annual income of my 
target audience, buying power, and access to 
transportation. 

 + A lot of companies and associations run their 
government affairs shots (even the state and local 
teams) out of the DC area, so we are close to our 
clients and potential clients. 

 + DC/MD/VA advantages: well-developed 
ecosystem conducive for business development; 
presence of a variety of innovative players (start-
ups, customers, investors, ...); great business 
networking opportunities. 

 + Many resources for help and education.

 + Our political consulting is a natural fit for this 
region.

 + This is the center of the greatest number of 
large government agencies and many large 
commercial organizations which still have legacy 
COBOL programs.

 + Washington, DC is the museum capital of the 
world. It lends a certain authority to what we do.

 + Because it’s a good place to live so there are 
good people to hire and work with. Solid schools 
& infrastructure, strong local economy & housing 
market, generally safe environment, diverse & 
well-educated population, lots of enjoyable non-
work activities.

 + High quality talent, access to government 
customers, large market.

 + We live here.  We have worked here and have 
good contacts.  Washington is a global hub.

Why is the DC/MD/VA area a good place for you to do business? (cont.)

 + There are a number of great universities, people 
and capital available in the area.

 + There is a critical need for alternative thinking 
and business models in the DC area.  We are all 
familiar with the challenges - stovepipes, sluggish 
decision-making, inertia... Eleccion offers organiza-
tional innovation in a market ripe for change. 

 + We believed the DC/MD/VA area would be a 
good place since the US Government is a large 
employer here and we thought there would be 
opportunity for what we offer. However, the 
truth is that the decision making process of the 
Government is not conducive to buying what we 
have. They are stuck in older technologies and 
solutions and are not ready to deploy what we 
make. The state and local governments are more 
agile, however are also not quite ready for us, nor 
do they have the funding. We are fortunate to have 
access to such companies as Verizon, AOL and 
Comcast, but if we were to do it again, we would 
probably have started in Silicon Valley or Boston.

 + Convenient access to airports and reasonable 
US and international travel are useful attributes, 
but, in truth, we’re only here because our founders 
lived here.

 + Great telecom engineering talent in Northern 
Virginia.

 + Customer base and we all have good networks 
here.

 + DMV area is well connected to major cities 
on the East Coast. DMV is also home for many 
competitive universities.

 + Strong cyber market.

 + Strong economy with diverse demographics.
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 + This is where we live. This is a large GovCon 
market. Our work is mobile / remote.

 + Two of our founders co-founded [Name re-
dacted] in DC, which became a leading education 
technology company for K-12 schools. We appre-
ciated the being close to education policymakers 
and influencers, and for this reason we are happy 
to be starting Intellispark in this area as well.

 + Central location, easy to get to NY and Boston.

 + Close to the Federal Government.

 + Cyber.

 + Due to my familiarity with and understanding 
of the target market, the DC metropolitan area is 
naturally a good place for me to start my business.   

 + Highly-education IT workforce, access to local 
customers, great schools = great place for employ-
ees to settle.

 + It doesn’t matter where I do my business. I work 
remotely.

 + IT workforce.

 + Networking.

 + Talent pool and historical network of 
relationships.

 + The talent and skills are in our area, the 
infrastructure is present, there needs to be more 
attention paid to the density and health of the 
ecosystem and we are lucky to be partnering with 
those who share that mission.

 + The economic strength of the region has been 
resilient despite national economic downturns. 

Why is the DC/MD/VA area a good place for you to do business? (cont.)

Areas of high disposable income generating 
homes makes our service and retail business more 
confident in pursuing expansion.

 + I live here and wanted to keep the organization 
where I live.

 + Va is business friendly and has great resources 
for entrepreneurs

 + While it is an excellent place for most business-
es, it’s been tough on us as the business communi-
ty sees us as a “west coast” technology.

 + Most of the organizations we work with are 
headquartered in the DMV area including the 
Blinded Veterans Association, National Federation 
of the Blind, Wilmer Eye Institute at Johns Hopkins 
and the DC Center for Independent Living.
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 + Traffic related issues - it’s too hard for employ-
ees to commute.

 + A greater emphasis on connecting small 
businesses with mentorship.

 + Access to capital for companies that don’t fit 
the “norm” (ed tech, med tech, energy/transport, 
and government contracting) would have made a 
significant difference. Diversification of investment 
portfolio interests is greatly needed in DC. 

 + Attract more big corporations to the areas - 
outside of the federal government.

 + Better capital sources.

 + Better management of existing government 
programs.

 + Better mass transit options.

 + Better, more available public listings of compa-
nies. Like this survey -- more things like this!

 + Can’t think of anything.

 + Continue to embrace and allow for growth in 
the design/tech space.

 + Continuing wellness education.

 + DC working better with businesses and not forc-
ing us out due to regulatory or leasing constraints.

 + District of Columbia is not easy to work with. 
Business Licensing is a challenging process.

 + Ease of transit is a huge impediment to doing 
business with customers outside of the district. 
Also the capital gains tax in DC has many founders 
moving to the suburbs before exiting.

 + Easier tax/payroll setup, grants for DC-based 

startups, rent subsidies for startups.

 + Finding ways to reduce cost of office space for 
small and startup companies.

 + Funding.

 + Good as is.

 + Government contracts for technology 
companies.

 + Higher risk tolerance, intentional search for non 
traditional founders and employees, willingness 
to make networks available to underrepresented 
founders. 

 + I don’t know if it could be.  At a national level we 
need immigration reform to make it so that we can 
recruit talent without competing for H1-B’s and the 
like.

 + I think that the climate for business in the DMV is 
quite good - I would like to see more opportunities 
for small gatherings of C-level (or government 
equivalent) individuals to foster collaboration and 
problem-solving.

 + I would say the climate for business in the DMV 
region is pretty good. I have seen many organiza-
tions dedicating themselves on promote startup 
and local businesses. But I don’t see many efforts 
from the government level or maybe I missed out 
on that. I know there are conferences organized by 
the cities to promote small businesses but I think 
more efforts can be done from the bottom up.

 + If more companies were people-progressive, 
that would help our business. There are surely 
some in the area but not as many as cities such 
as Dallas, where companies are actively trying to 
improve their culture and get out of town talent. 

How could the climate for business in the region be better for your company?

QUESTION 4
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 + If there were spaces made to help manufacture 
products for small businesses. Places to create and 
build products companies are trying to make, and 
within a reasonable price range.

 + If those of us who are small in terms of size/
resources but doing innovative things could get 
some help on the resource front so that we can 
take our business to the next level (not even money 
necessarily, maybe just things like education, 
software, web development, free legal advice, or 
connections with investor-types), that would be 
good.

 + Improved access to serious potential funders.

 + Integrated licensing and certification program 
for DMV region.

 + Invest in universities and grow STEM programs 
to attract more students.

 + Less painful licensing/registration with DC 
government. $200 to change address for license 
seems crazy. Too many scattered departments and 
websites (DCRA vs DOES vs mytax.dc.gov).

 + Lower corporate taxes.

 + Lower cost of doing business.  More efficient 
government.  Lower taxes to encourage more food 
purchasing and disposable income. Affordable 
childcare.

 + Maybe more incentives for early-stage investors, 
series A and below would go a long way in more 
company setting up shot and flourishing in the 
DMV.

 + More active investors willing to write bigger 
checks.  Many startups leave the area when they 
look for later rounds of funding because they feel 

as if they have tapped out the ecosystem here and 
they’ll have better luck in tech hubs like New York 
or San Francisco.

 + More affordable housing, easier to navigate 
administration and tax processes, especially 
when dealing with locations and/or employees in 
multiple jurisdictions.

 + More consumer facing companies and a better 
understanding of the need to involve consumers 
being marketed to early in the content/product 
development process.

 + More focus on non-tech businesses.

 + More government involvement.

 + More grants for small business - $5k-$20k pitch 
events supported by gov’t

 + More open, outdoor, raw space to produce 
large-scale activations. More “easy to work with 
venues” that don’t charge you +++ for simply 
breathing in their space. 

 + More opportunities for small businesses to 
grow.

 + More people and channels.

 + More private business mingling. For example, 
we work in insurance and need to go to NYC to 
network within this industry. 

 + More technology companies & networks always 
help.

 + More VC capital.

 + “More VC’s - give them tax breaks for establish-
ing funds here.  
Better DC government dealing with business taxes 

How could the climate for business in the region be better for your company? (cont.)
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- DC is the only place I cant automatically send tax 
forms to from Intuit, it has to be done with paper 
and check or through their own clunky online 
system. All other states we’ve dealt with (7 others) 
have no issues. 
Keep building more office space near subway 
stops.”

 + Move VC/seed funding.

 + Not as many resources available for early-stage 
companies as there once were (AccelerateDC and 
1776 to name a few). Very few funding mechanisms 
for early companies, or companies with exception-
al risk involved.

 + Provide more resources for startups (space, 
tools and $$$$). 

 + Real help in dollars and support for struggling 
minority owned businesses.

 + Remove Trump.

 + Revamped SBA program that makes it easier to 
get fair financing.

 + Simpler and more user friendly processes from 
DC to start a business.

 + Smarter regulations.  Limiting ability of tenants 
to dictate what to do with landlords property.

 + Stable funding ecosystem.

 + Startup funding.

 + Support for media startups.

 + The climate for business could be improved 
by further civic and governmental organizations 
sponsoring funding and networking opportunities.

 + The climate for business in this region could be 
improved by having a more centralized way to find 
customers for our product.

 + The community could be less bro-heavy.

 + The community is more risk-aversive than SF 
and less willing to buy or try new things. If there 
was an opportunity to try more things easily it 
would help the community grow, test and improve. 
There is also a lack of early-stage funding which 
makes it hard for companies to survive the first few 
years and learn how to grow. 

 + The resources available still seem disparate and 
disconnected, and unless one does some serious 
networking and researching, it’s hard to find them. 
I would love to have someplace to go--either in 
person or online--that was neutral (not necessarily 
connected or planning to make money off me) and 
able to share these resources so that I’d be able to 
find what I’m looking for. Do I really need to hire a 
coach for EACH aspect of my business? That seems 
silly. 

 + There are simply many more resources (tech 
talent, access to funding, etc.) and activity (niche-
events, large conferences, etc.) in the Bay Area and 
in New York. The DC area is growing and becom-
ing more relevant in the tech landscape, however, 
there is still a large gap between companies locally 
and other tech communities. Many of the accel-
erators and incubators have exceptionally weak 
startups - in terms of validated business models 
and lack of product market fit. We have no flagship 
powerhouse that champions innovation in D.C. 

 + There needs to be more access to capital

 + Uncertain

How could the climate for business in the region be better for your company? (cont.)
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 + We are a minority run, women founded, tech 
company focused on AI. We would love to see 
more women of color in tech being funded, and 
more women of color in tech being selected to 
pitch competitions /incubators. 

 + We need more access to capital and pilot 
opportunities.

 + We need physical incubator space, not wet labs 
but machine shop...  

 + While it’s easy to recruit talents overall, finding 
talents in design industry have been difficult. 

 + Woman Minority Impoverished on paper---the 
climate is not exactly welcoming to my demo-
graphic---the environment could have clearly 
visible on ramps and fiscal avenues to complete R 
& D, launch and seed. Finance is a major dynamic-
--Worth/value I would really prefer to complete a 
conversation. but you have points.

 + Be consistent and stop adding new taxes and 
regulations every year.

 + Better centralized information and resources for 
smb owners. Improved social innovation in under 
served areas outside of D.C.  More investment for 
entrepreneur community outside of DC.

 + Better organization and access to angel funding

 + Bring life science venture capital into this 
region! Every other biotech hub is co-located 
with financial institutions: we are co-located with 
government, which works for early-stage R&D 
but is NOT an accessible source of capital for 
registration clinical trials. WE NEED A DEDICATED 
VC COMMUNITY!

 + Commute times.

 + Connecting with local technical talent is difficult.

 + don’t know the answer to that yet, ask me in 
5  years after all our charitable programs have 
launched and been operating for several years.  I’ll 
be able to share my statistics and analysis along 
with a comparison of how things were “BEFORE” 
we launched our programs and services.

 + Finding more ways to get noticed!

 + From a fundraising perspective, there’s a huge 
gap between angel/angel group funding and 
Series A VC funding (namely, the $500K-$2M 
space), which creates an opportunity for creative 
strategic and financial acquirers.

 + Funding agencies and public systems need 
to open up and consider the value of innovative 
programs.

 + I do not know.

 + I’d love to see more hardware companies in the 
area.

 + If colleges were more open to trying new 
software platforms.

 + Improve planning and collaboration for the 
many different types of companies that manage 
projects.

 + Improved public transportation.

 + Increased access for entrepreneurs with 
disruptive technologies and services would be 
paramount to increased economic growth. It is 
nearly impossible to cold call a large enterprise 
and successfully sell to them. An opportunity to 
view needs of enterprises that align with service 
offerings would take away much of the guess work 
in selling.

How could the climate for business in the region be better for your company? (cont.)
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 + Introduction to private pools of capital e.g. 
family offices.

 + It could be improved by bringing more large 
scale faith-based institutions into the area.

 + Less government regulation/interference in the 
health care market.

 + Local agencies that promote education and 
growth for small businesses could cooperate to 
share best practices and what’s worked for them.  
The state of Maryland could translate business-re-
lated forms into multiple languages - it’s complete-
ly ridiculous that their business registrations forms 
and web info are only in English, when so many 
speakers of other languages are starting business-
es and employing Marylanders and paying taxes.

 + Lower taxes!!!!

 + More access to capital from savvy marketing 
investors. Not many opportunities here for media/
advertising. More investment in art based projects. 
Talent pool is limited.

 + More awareness among school administrators 
of the need for CollegeWebLD.

 + More awareness for small public companies like 
Altavoz (OTCPK:AVOZ) and service providers in the 
DMV that can help.

 + More coordination between DC, MD, and VA.

 + More coordination between the three locations.

 + More early and mid stage funding options. The 
ecosystem of angel and other pre-venture capital 
investors is small. Although it has grown since we 
started, I still find a lot more people wanting to call 
themselves angels than are really willing to make 

investments. 

 + More financial support for early stage startups 
that are pre-revenue and are trying to cross the 
“valley-of-death” to get from prototype technology 
to product sales revenue that will attract investors.  

 + More funding for school music programs.

 + More meaningful support for very early stage 
companies, both in funding and in mentoring. 

 + More open community in our target customer 
sectors. There is a high barrier to entry.  You 
need to have existing relationships to succeed 
and sometimes it feels like people are resistant to 
opening their arms to new people and ideas.

 + More opportunities like Switchpitch: innovation 
organizations from big companies come looking 
for small companies with ideas and solutions.  
Innovation sessions with the local players: LMCO, 
NGC, Medimmune, Marriott, etc.

 + More support for working mothers / mom 
entrepreneurs

 + Not sure anything can be done. The more 
aligned your startup is with government spending 
priorities, the better your business climate.

 + Prefer not to answer.

 + Reduced red tape to bring technologies out of 
state and federal governments

 + Rural area - focus on potential rather than 
existing markets, as it is very underserved

 + Simplify reporting to government and taxes/
fees.

How could the climate for business in the region be better for your company? (cont.)
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 + The environment for raising money is conserva-
tive, lengthy, and biased. More money with better 
deal terms needs to be available to increase the 
deal flow which will then increase the startup base 
which will provide additional jobs!

 + West coast philosophy towards fund raising.

 + Yes. If more companies moved from early R&D 
to commercial product companies.

 + A long term regional solution for funding the 
Metro system would improve the climate for 
business.

 + A more robust ecosystem.

 + Affordable housing for our younger emplyees

 + An entrepreneurial culture and environment that 
supports startups needs to be further cultivated in 
this region.

 + Angel/VC climate is poor in DC/MD/VA for 
media companies.

 + Attract more venture capital.

 + By virtue of geography, many area employers 
are dealing with employees in three separate 
states. Particularly with home-based employees, 
this can create complexities for payroll, HR 
compliance, etc. I don’t know that it’s realistic to 
try to harmonize requirements or regulations, but 
maybe there’s an opportunity to build a regional 
employer website that makes it easier to navigate 
the processes required across DC/MD/VA?

 + Collaboration with other small business while 
being promoted is rarely actually done.  Compa-
nies are very defensive in nature and not open as 
much as they should be.

How could the climate for business in the region be better for your company? (cont.)

 + Develop more the business ecosystem; 
accelerate public-private partnerships; accelerate 
collaboration between innovative start-ups, SMEs, 
large corporations and government entities.

 + Fairfax City has been a great place to do 
business.

 + Find some way to magically lower the cost of 
living... but since that’s not going to happen an 
incubator type environment for shipping and 
warehousing would be very helpful.

 + grants and strategic partners will to write a 
check.

 + Greater support for basic science research.

 + I would love to see more consumer innovation 
coming from the DMV region as opposed to cyber 
and federal products and services.

 + If Congress continues to be ineffective.

 + If there was a larger economic focus on startups 
and the cost of living was lowered. Greater trans-
portation links and better public transport. More 
housing stock. Better public schools.

 + it would be great if government becomes small 
business friendly or reduce the red tape

 + It would be useful if the DC area had a virtuous 
cycle of a thriving startup scene with ready access 
to venture capital.  But, in truth, the thresholds for 
raising money in the DC area are higher and the 
valuations are lower.  Fortunately, we’re good at 
being economically efficient and, to some extent, 
we prefer building a business to building a startup.  
But it’s more painful than it needs to be.

 + It’s fine.
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 + Leadership.

 + Less burdensome process and more tech-savvy 
government clients who would incentivize product 
development over services.

 + Lower taxes, more affordable office real estate 
options, and less traffic!

 + Lower taxes.

 + Making it easier for startups to do business with 
large company and government agencies.

 + more access for early stage companies to the 
right decision makers.

 + More capital choices for raising.

 + More environmentally friendly regulation and 
tax breaks for green energy at the federal and state 
levels.

 + More hiring activity.

 + More minority-owned startup and small busi-
ness networks.

 + More of an innovation community; Would be 
great if there were more events/opportunities/
support for innovators.

 + More startup friendly tax policies and attention 
from government leaders in promoting smart 
growth and energy/environmental policies.

 + More West Coast VCs having access to deals.

 + Not sure.

 + Nothing.

 + Please, please help us be able to afford light 

industrial manufacturing space - the taxes are 
overwhelming and are keeping us from being 
able to grow here. To be competitive, we will likely 
have to move our company to a state or area more 
affordable. A grant or tax holiday for us to get up 
to speed would change things.

 + The angel community here is active in activities, 
but rarely invests. Bringing investors from other 
regions of the country to see the innovation hap-
pening here for their opportunities for investment 
could spur the local angel groups to actually start 
investing rather than just hosting pitches.

 + “The greater DC area has no visible bootstrap-
per/indie developer community to speak of. If 
you’re not into the VC/accelerator game, you’re 
basically invisible by default. There are plenty of 
ways to thrive despite this situation, but I still think 
it’s a hinderance to many local startups. 
 
Having worked in a few different co-working 
spaces, I’d also say the tech community in this 
area is still too balkanized in terms of government/
non-government, state of residence/company HQ, 
and even between co-working spaces located in 
the same city. 
 
As far as I can tell, there is no go-to way to regularly 
network with other founders in the local startup 
scene short of attending a mishmash of Meetup.
com events and the occasional conference. Ideally, 
there would be a single, universally known and 
recommended/shared venue where emerging 
DC-area tech company leaders interact, offer 
feedback/advice, and share connections.”

 + The local investment community is extremely 
risk averse. The nature of startups involving newer 
technologies are extremely risky. Companies that 

How could the climate for business in the region be better for your company? (cont.)
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have had trouble raising funds in the DC/MD/VA 
area have had much greater success in California 
and Massachusetts. Because the growing and 
funded companies are in those two states, the 
technical people gravitate to those states as well 
and the universities (like MIT) are there too. How 
to improve that in this region? That is a question I 
have no easy answer for, however, beginning with 
bolstering the educational community to turn out 
more advanced and recognized degrees in the 
computer science area will help. Providing some 
incentives to investors to fund technology compa-
nies would also help. 

 + The state of VA or Counties, should provide 
more incentives for small business with additional 
tax breaks. For example, the state should grant the 
business a two year tax reprieve after they open 
their first retail location. This allows the company to 
invest more capital into stabilizing the business in 
the critical first 2 year period therefore increasing 
the chances of success. Doing this may eventually 
lead to more stable tax income to the state.

 + Traffic is a problem. Anything we can do to be 
ahead of the curve on self-driving vehicles would 
be smart.

 + Uncertain political landscape.

 + Unsure.

 + Unsure.

 + We are struggling with some of our younger, 
less experienced talent who are finding it hard 
to live in the area due to the cost of living. We 
have become more flexible with remote work to 
retain these employees but despite paying market 
values, it’s hard to find more junior local talent. 

How could the climate for business in the region be better for your company? (cont.)

 + We’re doing great - we’d love more startup 
businesses, but investors tend to under-value our 
services until they are met with user adoption 
failure.
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Do you have ideas on how we can improve the Fosterly Startup Census and Report in 2018?

Submit your suggestions here: http://bit.ly/2k1Tdrc

or find us on Twitter: @fosterly

THANK YOU FOR READING
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